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EXECUTI\TE ST¡MMARY

This thesis constitutes an attempt to collate a vast

array of ideas, responses, actions, and reactions within the

realm of residential developmenL and developmemt standards,

relative to issues of 'planning for change' ( soc ial-
economic-technological-political) " It emanates from a grow-

ing suspicion that the value of standards within the regula-

t ion of res ident ia1 development i s of ten quest i onable

without due consideration of changing conditions, r¡_flected

in the intents/goals of said standards. An examination of

the evorution of residential development standards in both

nritain and North Àmerica indicated a Iong-standing discrep-
ancy among affected parties as to the ultimate value of reg-

ulation; an increasing level of socio-economic diversity and

technological sophistication within the recent past serving

to make such a consensus even more difficult, if not appear-

ing at times impossible. In further examining the scope of

concerns (and subsequent responses) within the realm of

residentiar development regulation, it was discovered that
much of the reform within the existing system (and conseg-

uently, much of the resultant development pattern) provide

limited response to long term concerns, both social and eco-

nomic; in theory, this being one of the few ready justifica-

1V-



tions for the existence of controls. These reforms appear to
be rargely reactive in nature, most often initiated in
response to pressure from immediate crises or problems and

often introduced with no rong range goal or insight into
long term conseguences. In response to these concerns, a

number of alternative methods for establishing/evaruating
residentiat development standards (and to a rarge degree,

residentiar design itself ) are prescribed, in response to
the need to pran for change in a responsible, rearistic man-

ner.



". . .Without a theory of the
cannot write its laws. And
laws, wê can only design
way we cannot rea1J_y plan

built environment, we
if we cannot write its

and build in an ad hoc
at aIl-. "

- John F. C. Turner ,Architectural Design,
"Principles for Housing",

No.2, 1976, pp.101
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Chapter I
INTRODI'CTION

1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE

This thesis is intended as an exproration into the pres-
ent system of residential development, set against recent

unpararleled soc iaI, economic and technologicar changes

(past, present and future) and the subsequent potential for
achieving a more positive response, from a planning perspec-

tive. The urgency of the issue is compounded by an increas-
ing difficulty on part of governments to adequately respond

to said change, coupred with an increasing dissatisfaction
with current regulatory reform on the part of both pranners

and pr j-vate developers.

Though primariì.y concerned with the direction of residen-
tial development, the thesis wirr explore the impacts on

financial and design rerated aspects as a reflection of cur-
rent soc ia1 , economic , technological and po1 i t icar change.

Residentiar development standards and the resurting regula-
tions which support them, are given a priority as they pro-
vide a documentable reflection of changing needs, values and

perceptions as applied to housing. Therefore, the evorution
of such standards provides a major focus for the study.
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A,t present, it is changing, or rather, uncertain economic

conditions, vrhich are emerging as the dominant driving force

behind changes in development patterns and devel-opment stan-
dards in much of the western world, though the social- impli-
cations resulting from the imposition of these conclitions

are egually important to consider. This scenario is in sharp

contrast to the late 1 960' s and early 1 970' s, when soc ial
change took on the greater significance. In fact, one may

argue that many of the changes brought about during that
era, are serving to prace greater pressure on the residen-

tial environment of the present, notably in the area of in-
creased expectations'. rn this sense, the net effects of

socio-econornic change on the residentiar environment are

numerous and complex.

within the real-m of sociaJ- change, the varue of maintain-
ing standards is often questioned relative to residential
development. Whether it is from the standpoint of the

inability to define what is/should be considered 'substan-
dard' or the basic difficulty in defining appropriate revels
rerative to changes in human needsr vârues and perceptions,

concern has been prompted to reconsider what are essentially
viewed as minimum requirements. Profound changes in the

composition of families, households and whole communities in
departing from tradition, have served to force reconsidera-

tion of minimum standards for residential environments, to
the point of questioning the extent to which one 'standard'
can be applied and to what degree.
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within the realm of economic change, increased costs of

housing related components and services, coupred v¡ith a gen-

eral condition of economic uncertainty, have served to make

the cost of meeting rninimum standards, rn many cases an

increasingly expensive endeavor. Given these circumstances,

there is a growing tendency to re-examine the costs vs ben-

efits of the standards currentì-y in existence and subseq-

uently reassess the reasons for their continued existence.
From the point of view of governments or reguratory agen-

cies, increasing administrative ( including enforcement)

costs and the complex requirements involved in adapting
often obsol-ete standards to present (and future) conditions
has proved to be increasingly costly; often to a point where

action is or has been sought to sirnprify their administra-
tion.

From the point of view of the private developer/builder,
the cost in terms of both flexibirity and time delay have

served to compound the regulatory probrem, adding yet

another dimension to the mounting pressure for reguratory
reform in both Britain and North Àmerica. Àdditional pres-
sure is generated from the significant decay and decline of

existing urban infrastructure (notably in the u.s.) often
coupred with insufficient resources within loca1 government,

to rebuild. rn addition, expansion of urban residential
development serves to place greater strain on often over-
loaded existing systems , such as; water, sewer, police,
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roads, public transportation etc, to name a few, as welt as

adding to future replacement/upgrading costs where mainte*

nance is reguired.

In attempting to comprehend how thi.s situation came to
be, one must noL underestimate the role that technorogicaì.

changes have prayed within the realm of housing and lifes-
tyres. Technologicar change has evidenced itself most promi-

nently in its abirity to make life easier for us. rn fact,
one may concede that technorogy has incurred (directly or

indirectly) radical change in how we live and to a degree,

on the entire socio-economic structure of society. However,

the results may not always be positive. Though recent

advances have served to increase rife expectancies, all-ow

access to rapid travel and eliminate numerous meniaL chores

from our lives, just to name a few, such advances have arso

served to increase our dependencies and expectation for the

future. Professionals, such as pranners have been reft to
dear with the conseguences, which include rapid obsorescence

and the disposal of waste products, often in the form of

buildings, rìêighborhoods or r+hore towns. Ànother negative

effect has been the increasing tendency to depend on tech-
nology to solve problerns of an inherently social nature.

In addition, from a planning perspective, the original
basis for the creation of residential development standards

has changed significantly, since their inception, moving

from a primary concern with health and safety, to more sub-
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ject ive i ssues such as comf ort level-s and and property val-ue

stabiJ.ity" The concern in this area is twofold: FirstIy,
that standards may have reached beyond tire scope of their
original (public health) intents, and secondly, that by

responding to change mostly in a reactive, rather than

proactive manner, standards are unable to redetermine and

subseguently realign their specific foci. This situation
tends to not only distort the role

one to ultimately question the role

planners, but forces

planning in the regu-

of

of

lation of residential development.

It is important to distinguish that, though Iess so in
Britain, in many parts of North Àmerica, planners and regu-

lators are not one and the same. Thus the term'planning for
change' ought not to be construed as applying excl_usively

within the realm of planners, as the inherent problems are

often beyond the scope of the planning profession, pêr se.

The thesis wiIl use as case references, the evolution of

three national approaches to residential development and its
regulation, commenting on a variety of concerns relative to

changing response, in each case. It appears likely that many

of the problems experienced and currently being experienced

in Canada, The United States and Britain are, to some

degree, common to most western developed nations, especiatly
given our increasingly fragile world economy. It should be

noted that the intent of the study is not to determine which

particular approach is better, but to identify a range of



approaches in responding to the concerns

expressed, re 'planning for change'.

6

previ ously

1n outlining the range of. socio-economic change, the the-

sis will place particular emphasis on economic change as it
affects the ability to respond to social change" This will
be highlighted in specific case references, given common

concerns with the allocation of resources and the dilemma of

having to create more with Less becoming more of a necessity

than simply a challenge for most everyone, in the recent

past.

In addressing problems endemic to the residential envi-
ronment; specifically development, one must inevitably ask

whether our development standards and as a consequence, our

standards of living are simply too high to be continued,

reLative to current (and future) resources; whether develop-

ment standards themselves are simply inappropriate relative
to changing needs, values, and perceptions; or whether we

ought to simply adjust our priorities. There is little
validity in the argument that obsolescence due to techno-

logical change is the problem, given that at present, some

of the most readily adaptable housing forms are of pre twen-

tieth century origin. Simply increasing efficiency of use,

an obvious technical solution, often fails to address the

original problems which created the economic crisis in the

first place. Therefore, the main challenge is to determine

hor+ to re-orient development and development standards so as

to properly address change-related problems and concerns,
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v¿ithout further compounding the probrem itserf. This is a

difficurt task, given our uncertain knowledge of the future,
coupled with the rapid pace of change over the recent past.

1 "2 DEFINITIONS

Three areas of concern to the thesis require some further
definition, for the purpose of crarification of objectives:
The first being the scope of 'regulation' as pertaining to
the study, the second being the various concepts of

'change' , as related to spec i f ic design/planning response

potential and the last being additional cl-arification of

terms revolving around standards.

1"2.1 Scooe Of oRegulation!

Regarding the scope of 'regulation', the study primarity
concerns itserf with development standards, though it is not

possible to discuss this area without involving building and

housing codes, .public guide instruments, professional stan-
dards and insurance reguirements. The scope of 'reguration'
as applying to housing (Canada) includes the following :

BUILDING CODES/STANDÀRDS-Use and occupancy,
design, materials, building services (plumb-
ing, mechanical, electrical), construction
safety t ÍÊsidential standards

HOUSTNG CODES/STANDARDS-Healrh,
occupancy, sanitation, flooding

safety,

DEVELOPMENT CODES/STANDÀRDS-BuiIding type
and use, building bulk and size, lot size,
site requirements, amenities, density, zon-
ing

1.

3.



r. PUBLI C GUIDE I NSTRUMENTS-Ne i ghborhood
improvement, residential redevelopment, ren-
ovation and upgrading, community development

PROFESSIONÀL CODES/STÀNDÀRDS-Licensing, rê9-
i strat ion

INSURÀNCE REQUIREMENTS-PubJ_ic, private r

It does not appear possible to totally isolate deverop-

ment from planning, management and regulation, given the

myriao of steps commonly involved in the development pro-
cess, regardress of the approval system in place. However,

in choosing to regurate development, any authority must make

a number of hard varue decisions which affect and in many

cases, shape the scope of potentiar development choices/
arternatives. Residentiar development standards may there-
fore often have a far greater impact on the finar appearance

of a specific project than the architecL/ designer, since

most major planning decisions are made in advance of devel-
opment, anticipating some idear set of future conditions.
Given the ability of regulations to infruence the shape of
deveropment, it wourd follow that they ought to be open to

examination or appraisal based on their ability to antici-
pate or accommodate change, ôs one measure of 'success'. The

approach taken by this thesis, is in part, based on such an

assumption.

tr

6.

1 Compiled from:Irving
nomic Evaluation of
atory Study"

R. Silver and Àssociates, "The Eco-
Residential Building Codes: Àn Exptor-



1.2.? Concepts of 'Chanqet

Various concepts of 'change' , which af fect res ident iaI

development, require further clarification, primarily as

dealing with specific response(s) to changing 'needs, values

and perceptions'. These concepts are, for the most part,
universal in appiication, a quarity which subsequently wirl
arrow for a degree of inter-cul-tura1 comparison without

being burdened by typicar variation in forms of government

structure or specific lega1 systems in operation.

Though applying pri.marily at the l_evel of individual
house design, the implications of these variabres (from a

planning perspective) affect not only the internal- arrange-

ment of individual dwellings, but the arrangement of the

external environment within which each dr"etling is situated.
What appears obvious is that there must be some point at

which a balance between permanence, comforL, cost efficiency
and changeability must be struck, as a general policy. À

tent is perhaps the most cosl effective and versatile hous-

ing form available, however it is not a reasonable response

in our western culture, given the available resources and

past investment. A recent cMHc (canada) pubrication out-
lines some of the concepts associated with 'change' as they

relate to one another and to housing in general:

EXTENDÀBLE-AI1owing for growth and addition
ADAPTÀBLE-AI1owing for change in use

FLEXIBlE-Àllowing for physicat change
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RESPONSIVE-Chang i ng
participation in des

MOBILE-AIlowing for

CONVERTABLE-Àl low i ng
tional change

according to needs such as
ign, extension, adaption

change in location

for physical and func-

UPGRÀDÀBLE-AIIowing for physical change espe-
cially in qualitative properties involving
replacements and additions.
RESILïENT-Same as responsive
emphasis on recuperative capacity
ical situations

MULTI USE/MULTT pURpOSE-Allowing
one use

but with an
during crit-

for more than

PORTABLE-Easily carried and moved2

1 .2.3 OÈher Terrns Related To I Standards I

À number of terms, primarily as relating to housing qual-

it)', reguire further cl-arification. This need arises as soon

as one attempts to set standards or define what will or will
not meet said standards. There appears to be rittre consen-

sus as to what constitutes any particular housing 'stan-
dard', from both a purely physical or a psychological per-

spective¡ ês the following definitions indicate:

"The term 'standard' applies to any definite
requirement established by authority--but this
fact does not necessarily mean that the standard
is fair, reasonabler or equitable¡ oF is based on
sound scientific knowledge.

@ ' Criterion' designates a means by which any-
thing is evaluated in forming a correct judge-
ment respecting it. Unlike a standard it car-
ries no connotation of authority other than
that of fairness and equity, nor does it imply

2 Reid Levenson, "Ffexibility For Canadian Housing: À State
of the Art Reviêw", pp. 33



'1 
1

an ideal condition.

' Pr inc iple' i s a synonym
truth. It is a fact, based
knowledge.

for a fundamental-
on sound scientific

'Decent' means conforming to standards of what
is fitting and proper. When this term is used
as an adjective with "housing" or "home" e.g.,t'decent home " , "decent house " , "decent dwell-
ing unit", it should connote that the home,
house or dwelling unit conforms to standards
of what is fitting and proper.*

'Health' is defined as a state of complete
physical, mental and social well being and not
merely the absence of disease or inf irmity.'t*

* Note:This definition is not succinct, as stan-
dards of what is a fitting and proper home, house
or dwelling unit have not been promulgated. Mini-
mum conditions of decency in housing pertain not
only to the preventicn of communicable diseases
and the elimination of hazards to safety but also
to mental health and social well-being require-
ments of the occupants.

** Note:This is the definition of "heaIth" as
stated in the Preambl-e to the Constitution of the
World Health Organization. " 3

.I .3 N'ÍETHODS AND PROBLEMS

This thesis is intended as an exploratory study, rather
than a confirmatory one. Therefore, a number of significant
methodoiogical considerations are in order. The study is
essentiall-y based on cross application of the evolution of

housing standards and recent response to changing socio-

economic conditions. It should be pointed out that the pri-
mary concern in identifying the range of said changes is Èo

3 Eric w. Mood,
Current Housing

"The Development,
Code Standards"

Objective And Àdequacy Of
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of the potential areas of impact" As such

this facet of the study is not intended to be comprehensive.

The intent of the thesis is then to apply the two sets of

data, ie the scope of both socio-economic change and regula-
tory response, in order to develop a pattern (or series

thereof) to specific responses, from a planning perspective.

The f inal resulc woul-d theref ore be to begin to ident i f y

areas of deficiency in the particular methods of response,

and follow with a series of recommendations aimed at achiev-
ing greater responsiveness relative to the concerns of pJ_an-

ning for change.

Throughout the thesis, considerations, involvement and

methods relating to planning are incl-uded, âs a means of

keeping the issues in perspective. Às a planner involved in
housing, it is di ff icult to distance oneself from develop-

ment standards, regardress of location, as these standards

are, to a degree, synonymous with the values of any particu-
l-ar soc iety. I t i s f or thi s reason, then, that said stan-
dards ought to remain responsive to socio-economic change.

In approaching the area of responsive development and

regulatory reform, one must remain cognizant of certain
rearities which have placed (and likely will continue to
place) limitations on the effectiveness of planning for
change, in the area of housing regulation/standards. These

rearities stretch to political, rega1, economic and ethical
boundaries, incruding certain oifficuLties inherent in stan-
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dards themselves.4

'l .3.1 PoIiÈical Reatities

One must not underesLimate the impacl of politics and the

subsequent political climate on the overall effectiveness of

planning, relative to not only housing, but development

activity in general. This situation, shared in differing
degrees by local conditions, presents certain real_ities
which cannot be ignored:

ø The length of term of off ice for politicians, being set

often serves to frustrate the

term concerns, from a planning

short term results bring inperspective,

votes.

given that

Physically iowering the standard of housing, (even if it
is only the minimum) by legislation, is often viewed as

lowering the standard of living, thus making it a polit-
ically dangerous endeavor. Thus, it is not often

attempted, unless some crisis occurs.

1 "3.2 Econo¡nic Realities
À number of economic realities exist which serve to

impede planning ob_iectives. Over and above f Luctuations in
market conditions, interest rates, etc, a number of more

constant variables remain. These include:

at some finite length,

abitity to deal with long

a See Albert Rose
for an in-depth
ing Policies in
texts', pp. 1-1

, "Canadian Housing Policies ( 1 935-1 980 ) "
discussion; particuJ-arly Chapter 1, 'Hous-
their PoIitical, Economic and SociaI Con-

4
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Tendencies to limit risk taking on part of not only

banks and lending institutions, but as welr business and

even more important, on the part of governments, which

often are in the position of insuring mortgages on hous-

ing (..g. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation in
Canada ) .

Minimization of capital
which is as much a part

development. Às such,

into many capitalization
of future conditions and

cerns are expressed not

governments as weIl.

investment relative to return,
of housing as any other form of

J-ong term recover i es may not f i t
schemes, given the uncertainty
subsequent gains. These con-

only by private business, but by

1.3.3 Leqal Realities
The nature of legal constraints on the effectiveness of

pranning is dependent on the specific legal system and indi-
vidual property rights within it. Britain, the united states
and canada all provide different legal scenarios, allowing
varying degrees of effectiveness for the planning process

itself :

ø The united States provides for the weakest planning

mechanism with the absolute right 'to use and dispose of
property', entrenched in its constitution, in much the

same way as the right 'to bear arms'. The onus is
placed on public poricy makers to make the case for any

interference in this area, often at the expense of com-

promising ef fectiveness.
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canada provides for a somewhat stronger pranning mecha-

nism, not having such absol-ute individual property

rights as the u.s. entrenched in its constitution.
Though the powers exist, government rights to expropri-
ate private property are politically difficult to
invoke I often serving to weaken publ ic/pr ivate coopera-

tion and legitimacy, in the eyes of the public.
Britain provides the strongest base for planning, given

that the the rights of private property ownership are

severery limited. Às well, land use in Britain is regu-
lated by professional- pJ-anners under the banner of
development control, rather than the less responsive

zoni.ng system, in place over much of North Àmerica. A

high proportion of direct public involvement in housing

also allows for greater input by professionar designers.

1.3.4 Planninq Realities
A number of ethical questions arise relative to the rore

of pranning and its subsequent importance in the area of
reguration in general. The primary question revolves around

the uncertain need for planning:

ø This is especially of concern regarding the abirity to
follow through with a plan or set of plans.

"When you have least need of it, because noth-
ing changes, planning works bestt it is 100per cent efficient. Indeed, it is a blue-print
of the future. But when it would be needed
most, because nothing ever stays the same for
very long, planning does not work at aII, its
effectiveness is zero, it does not even serve
us as a guide to a desired future...The reason
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for this paradox is the uncertainty of our
knowledge, pârticularly of our knowledge of
the future. " 5

Ànother concern, brought about as a resul-t of economic

pressure, is the need for 'streamlining' the regulation

of development. The planning concern in this debate is
that in order to succeed, such measures wiIl require not

only increased coordination between concerned groups,

but a greater degree of planning in order to do so. The

recent drive (notably in the U.S. ) toward deregulation

of industry often works against achieving these ends.

1.3.5 Other Realities Inherent To Standards

Fina11y, there are certain difficulties which are inher-

ent in standards themsel-ves and their subsequent application
to residential development. Such concerns are endemic to

standards given that they are, to some degree, arbitrary:
One particular concern deals with the relativity of stan-

dards, âD example given in the United States:

Àpptying the minimum housing standards of the
1940s to today's (1977 ) housing stock in the U.S.
reveals that the nation's housing problem has
largely been solved. But according to the sran-
dards of the 1970s, there are over 13 million
households suffering from housing deprivation. The
reasons for this anomaly are several. Às the hous-
ing improves by a given set of standards, these
minimum standards of acceptability are made more
stringent; aIso, there is a change in the indica-
tors used to denote items of housing concern to
reflect current views on housing matters."6

John Friedmannr "Innovation
Learning: À Problem In the

William C. Baer, "Housing
USA" , pp.71

, Flexible Response Ànd Social
Theory Of Meta-P1anning, pg. 2

Indicators Ànd Standards In The
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Another concern is in reference to the cost of increas-
ingly escarating standards and the diremma of resource

availability versus other factors:

"The convention is to believe that indicators and
standards should be chosen \,¡ithout regard to soci-
ety's resources available for policy response.
Only after the indicators and standards reveal the
nature of the problem, i t i s be1 i eved, can
resources be assessed and nev¿ ones mobilized if
the problem is revealed to be serious enough.
This view is unrealistic.It ignores the real_ities
of political mobilization and support for pro-
grams, it ignores basic problems in program imple-
mentation, and it ignores psychological responses
to the leveI of goal setting. Àvailability of
resources must be kept in mind when choosing i_ndi-
cators and standards, although resource availabil-
ity cannot be the sole determinant of choice."7

I,ihile Britain has faced this Iast concern in the recent

to real- ize the

potential costs of ignoring the long term avairabirity of
( financial) resources when setting standards. Responding on

past, North Americans are only beginning

an ad hoc basis,

been the norm.

endless commodity along

However, it should be

bution rather than real shortage.

unique to Britain and is preva1ent

where government

standards should

often without long term goals in place has

In most cases, resources v¡ere viewed as an

with unlimited economic growth.

noted that the availability of such

resources, especially in Britain where government wields

tremendous infruence, is more often than not, a function of
political- wiIl or whim, often creating a problem of distri-

This phenomenon is not

in any housing market

involvement is pronounced. Regardless,

to some degree reflect the f inancial

7 rbid pp"72



resources of consumerS,

economies exist.

i8

especially where market oriented

One study on regulatory reform in the United States

points out a number of ' facts of life' regarding existing
regulatory systems. In this example, each one of these

'facts' is inextricably bound up in other concerns (politi-

cal, legaJ-, etc. ) serving to emphasize the difficulty in

attempting to isorate issues of residential development

standards from development in general. These 'facts of rife'
include:

"Ef f ic iency means di f ferent things to di f fer-
ent participants in the system.

The regulatory system cannot be
Nor would that be desirable.

LocaI governments exercise only
ence over the entire regulatory

The diversity of participants
process.

There wiIl a)-ways be a tension
bility and predictability.
Any community can speed up
machinery when it wants to,
rarely given special treatment.

depoliticized.

part ial influ-
system.

complicates the

between flexi-

i ts regulatory
but housing is
ilI

I John Vranicar, Welford Sanders
Iining Land Use Regulation: À
ments, pp. 7

and David Mosena, "Stream-
Guidebook For Local Govern-
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1 .4 ST'MMARY

Às has been seen, the inherent comprexity of the residen-
tial environment and its deveJ-opment make generalization on

any related subject difficurt. Às wer1, the scope of devel-
opment regulation coupled with the limitations placed on

their effectiveness by a variety of sources, must be consid-
ered in any study of the residential deveropment process.

rn addressing the issue of 'pranning for change', it becomes

necessary to attempt to better comprehend the system, its
evoÌution and the reasons for its propagation.

The purpose of this thesis is to make an attempt to cor-
relate a vast range of information and explore the respon-

ses, concerns, issues, etc. , which have emerged in this
area. rn this sense, the thesis is exploratory in nature,
rather than conf irmatory.

The following chapter attempts to outline the evolution
of residentiar development standards in Britain, canada and

the united states. The intended purpose of this exploration
is to comprehend the primary purpose behind the current sys-

tems in existence and hor+ tirese standards continued to
affect the shape of development. Às weIl, this chapter will
provide a basis for the later study of change and subsequent

response from a number of areas.



ChapÈer II
HISTORICAL BACKGROTJND¡ BASIS FOR THE CREÅ,TION

AND PROLIFER.å.TION OF STÃ,NDARDS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Standards for residential development are not by any

means a modern phenomenon. They have been r+ith us ever since
man began living living together in groups, âs even the ear-
liest and most primitive dwertings and vilrage organizations
dernonstrate. ( see Figure 1 ) However , standards have evol-ved

from essentially unwritten codes, based on limited choice

and technical knowledge, to written standards based on a
wider range of choices and increased technical knowredge.

For the most part, the main purpose of residential (or

any other) development standards has and is likery to remain

unchanged; that being to 'maintain and direct social (and to
some degree, political) stabirity'. only the method of
approach and degree of sensitivity change. rn this sense,

social stability and the maintenance of order are strongly
linked to whatever set of social, economic and political
conditions prevail at the time. In times of social unrest or

economic uncertainty, pressure is likely to mount to a point
where such standards must adapt/change at all leve1s,

meet the parlicular set of circumstances.

-20

to
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History has continually demonstrated that an inability to
adapt, ultimately leads to extinction. Though most visibte
in the realm of nature, this is as true of particular cul-
tures and their artifacts as it is of man himsetf .

"society is faced constantly with the need to
adapt and to change. More important stiI1, man is
a variable. Every individual is different. The
newly born must learn and thus itself is a process
of adaptation. Cul-tura1 advance is the result of
adaptat ion. " e

Why then has it only been within the last 150 or so years,

that problems of adapting to change have become difficurt to
sorve? This phenomenon is not restricted to the residential
environment, though its particular problems are more appar-

ent given that housing is a necessitlr.

The problems which have most recently affected residen-

tiar (and o.ther) environments are largely the resurt of an

overwhelming onsraught of technology, coupled with increas-
ing knowledge/choice. This is supplanted by an unprecedent-

ed degree of social and economic strucLural change, begin-

ning with rapid industrialization and urbanization.
In this sense, it is important to note that Europe had

been settled long before industrialization took hotd, thus

many countries were able to maintain some semblance of order

when faced with these new conditions. On the other hand,

North Àmerica was largely settled during a period of rapid
industrialization and technological change. This may have

made it easier to adapt in the short term, however, in

s R.S. Ferguson, "Building Regulations-problems Of Tradi-
tions And Knowledge, pp. 30
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absence of continued rapid industrial growth, North Àmerica

is increasingry finding itserf on shaky and unstabre ground,

from both a social and economic standpoint. within this con-

ti.nent, standards (be they resi.dential or otherwise) and

their application, emanated to a large degree, from the need

to accommodate growth, often with no J-ongterm goals/concerns

considered, certainry with very limited anticipaticn of
changing conditions.

Regardless of these differences, a strong linkage does

exist between European (most specificarry sritish) and North

Àmerican regulation regarding the development of residential
environments; notably on the basis for the creation of stan-
dards. rt is in their respective methods of apprication and

continued adaptation, that divergence has occurred, (even

between the u.s. and canada) resulting in varying degrees of

success and potential for future problems. other variations
include the particular lever ( s ) of government responsible
for setting, administering and enforcing said standards,
with the variety of local condi t i ons

(social,economic,poritical, etc) further adding to the div-
ersity of responses.

Returning to the earrier notion that the setting of resi-
dential standards is primarily based on 'maintaining and

directing socia]'/poLitical stability', and is likeIy to
remain sor an examination of historical developments leading
to housing standards as we now know them, ßây shed some
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right on how we have arrived at our current situation. In

this sense, it may then be possibre to speculate on future
concerns arrd the solution of potential problems which may

arise as a result of changing conditions.

2"2 ORIGINS OF STÀNDÂRDS

The roots of housing standards as we know thern in North

Àmerica, are firmly based in Europe. In Britain, as in many

parts of then industr iar iz ing Europe, health and safety
issues relating to housing were becoming issues of increas-
ing importance by the nineteenth century.

"The first moves towards setting housing standards
originated from acts of private phitanthropy,
mostly by employers in industry and agriculture
who were concerned with the effect of poor housing
on health. Concern with the general safety of aI1
types of building had originated in the London
Building Àcts arising from the Great Fire of Lon-
don."1o

one may speculate as to the variety of potential reasons for
such concern being generated. These may range from benevo-

1ence, to issues of mutual interest or self interest, on the

part of private business or government:

ø successfur industry $¡as based on efficiency and the

workers v¡ere (at least at this time) a signif icant fac-
tor re profit/loss potential. In attempting to
achieve nominal l-eve1s of ef f ic iency r âÍl unhealthy,
unhappy, poorly housed working population, would not

serve to accomplish such an end.

10 David Levitt, "Housing standards: space standards Are Not
Enough, pg. 71
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@ costs to individual cities of hazardous building prac-

tices and poor sanitation became a serious issue as

nineteenth century urban migration gave rise to unprece-

dentedly large cities; a direct result of industrializa-
tion. Numerous outbreaks of sanitation related disease,

proved costly to aIl urban dwellers, rich and poor,given

that in most cases, all groups shared the same water

supply.

ø Advances in technology allowed for improvements to the

guality of housing, from the quality and range of build-
ing material to the quality of sanitation facilities.
Increasing knowJ-edge of the causes of disease coupled

with new technology, allowed responses to difficult
problems which previously v¡ere not possible.

Essentially, the structure of populations , of families and

of cities was in a state of rapid change by the mid nine-
teenth century. With the growth in urban centers occurring

at such high rates, o1d problems got worse and new problems

arose which previously did not exist. One author provides

the following description:

"By the-beginning of this century (twentieth) ttre
industrial towns of Britain had become accretions
of chaos superimposed on an existing pattern of
country lanes; they r,rere choked by repet i t ive
gridiron streets of terraced workers' houses,
skewered by the lines of clanking railways and
asphyxiated by the belching industry which h'as
both their cause and their effect. The town v¡as in
an appalingly noxious, noisy, insanitary and
unhappy state."1I

11 E.R. Scof f harn, "The Shape of gritish Housing", pp,4
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rt is interesting to note that it v¡as private industry
r¡hich initiarly devised housing standards, not only in Brit-
ain, but in North Àmerica as werl, through the use of demon-

stration or model projects. Built to represent a model stan-
dard for sanitary (workers) housing, these projects were

likery initiated for a number of reasons, not the least of
which wourd have been to maintain a hearthy labour source

f or industry. Eventually it !¡as government , vrhi.ch in both

cases, took on the role of 'regulator' and institutionalized
development standards to what they are today. However one

would be naive to assume that all actors involved in the

setting, administering and enforcing of residential deverop-

ment standards share the simil-ar purpose of creating a bet-
ter environment as it is quite often serf interest or self
preservation whj.ch takes precedence, as has been demonstrat-

ed. Essentially it arl comes down to being able maj.ntain a

barance of resources with needs and equalry importantry,
perceptions relative to existing social, economic and polit-
ical conditions to acceptable levels. It is through the

interplay of these variabres that one may begin to compre-

hend the changes which have appeared in the apprication of
residential development standards since their formar incep-
tion and mass acceptance in the mid nineteenth century. The

evolution of planning under these same conditions provides

further evidence of the pressures to respond to change.
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The first'codes'as enacted in Engrand in the rate nine-
teenth century "were concerned primarily with health, over-
crowding and structural safety.12" Exampres of such legisra-
tion, rìâtional in scope, include the Torrens Act of 1g68

which "made landlords responsible for keeping properties in
a state f it for human habitationl 3 " and the public Health
Àct of '1 875 r+hich "empowered l-oca1 author i t ies to inspect
privately owned properties and condemn any that were unfit
due to the failure of the Iandlord.14" one particurar sec-

tion of this act empowered the same locar authorities to
create by-laws with which to regurate the layout r width and

construction of new streets, a precedent for what was to
f ol- low in the next century.

At the same time, similar action vras being taken in the

united States and later in canada, with the catalyst remain-

ing much the same; health and safety concerns in rapidry
growing, often overcrowded cities. The year 1850 was vier+ed

as the the beginning of 'The Great sanitary Àwakening', in
the united states with the pubrication of the'Report of the

sanitary commission of Massachusetts' in that year. under

the guidance of Lemuer shattuck, the commission recommended

action from locar boards of health to combat the spread of
disease and prevention of other crowding related maradies.

12

13

14

David
Enough

r bid,

rbid,

Levitt
" , pp"

pp. 77

pp.77

, "Housing Standards: Space Standards Àre Not
77
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One problem somewhat unique to North America was the added

influx of European immigrants, particularly to eastern sea-

board cities, during the mid to late nineteenth century.

This, in addition to internal migration to the same cities,
created similar problems to European cities, but at a much

Iarger scaÌe and quicker pace. The net result, however, was

much the same; housing shortages supplanted by tenement

housing, often of poor construction, overcrov¡ded and lacking
proper sanitation facilities. À number of acts were passed

such as the Tenement Àct of 1867 of the State of New york in
an effort to address this problem, however, the ability to

enforce them was limited. The problem of enforcement may be

viewed in relation to similar problems in Britain, wherein

"if the 1866 Sanitary Àct had been enforced, it would have

compelled 10,000 to sleep in the streets of Hackney (a sec-

tor of Londcn ) alone. 1 s "

In Canada, âs in the United States, immigration from

Europe and internal movement to eastern seaboard cities,
created similar pressures on housing conditions. The result-
ing problems of overcrowding, poor sanitation, ventilation,
etc, eventually forced government to plan and design 'model'
projects in order to "demonstrate an appropriate standard of

housing.tt" (See Figure 2) Government involvement in housing

regulation came about a lot slower in Canada than in the

United States, though the British North America Àct provided

1s rbid , pp" 77

16 John Archer, À History of Housing Standards, pp. 10
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f or the existence of such pov¡ers.

In any case, many of the early concerns r+ i th hous i ng

ståndards in both Britain and North America were overwhelm-

ingly concerned wíth issues of public hearth in a physical
sense. Perhaps there was too much faith placed in the

notion that 'a well housed worker is a good worker', how-

ever, primary health issues took precedence at the time, and

given the description of conditions, understandably so. sim-

irarly, in approaching issues of safety, ie. construction
materiars, means of egress, etc, there appears little doubt

as to the necessity of standards, at the time. Even today,
safety is often identified as the highest priority of any

building code or set of standards. À 1985 address given by

the Buildings Branch director of the ontario Ministry of

Housing reinforces this point:

"Ontario's building industry has one of the besttrack records for life safety in the wor1d. We
are recognized for this internationally and are
admired for our lack of major structural failures
and fires which plague our jurisdictions.

Maintaining this 1eve1 of public safety wiIl
remain our top priority. 1 t

Minimum levels of safety and sanitation have come to be

understood and accepted universally across the western

world. They may vary in generosity of faciliLies or durabil-
ity, however legisration in Britain and North Àmerica,

largeJ-y in the form of building codes or regulations, have

1 7 Honourable
Ontario Min
Regulatory

David Hodgson,
istry of Housing
Reform Workshop,

Director, Buildings Branch,
, "Remarks at the June 1 985
Toronto. "
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become the means to address these particular issues.

other issues such as ventiration and daylighting require-
ments, service requirements, and perhaps nore important,
land use and density, concerns which transcend primary pub-

1ic hearth, \.¡ere not so easily reconciled. Àddressing these

types of issues, given their potential psychological, social
and economic impacts, required the setting up of a system of
varues and priorities in order to assess perceptions and

desires. This concurs with the transition in residential
development standards and subsequentry the beginnings of
current problems and concerns. It is at this point that the
objectivity of standards appears to have broken down and the
divergence in government involvement strategies become most

apparent.

2"3 THE ROLE OF PTANNING

The entrance of planning into the arena of residential
development in Britain and North Àmerica may be viewed as

somewhat of a reactive measure, in response to the deterio-
rating and seemingly uncontrolrabre conditions which were

observed in cities at the time. rn this sense, the first
real- involvement of planning may be viewed as sociar reform.
The f i rst responses followed a number of ideological
beriefs, either to remove the populus from these 'horrible'
cities in what came to be known as the Garden city movement,

or by redesigning cities to function as efficient, organized
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and clean places for different activities to take place in
what came to be known as the City Efficient movement. While

proponents of the City Efficient movement viewed urban prob-

l-ems as being J-argely a result of engineering deficiencies,
those involved in the Garden City movement viev¡ed the condi-

tions of cities as being physiologically as wel-l- as psycho-

logicaIly unacceptable.

The Garden City movement, credited to Ebenezer Howard,

represented a radical response to industrialization, promot-

ing a rethinking of values. Some clue as to the radical
nature of this change in popular thought is evidenced in

Howard's own book, Gardqn Cities of Tomorrow which states:

"Each generation should build to suit its own
needs, and it is no more in the nature of things
that man should continue to Iive in old areas
because their ancestors lived in them, than it is
that they should cherish the old beliefs which a
wider faith and a more enlarged understanding have
out-grown. " 1 I

Based on the notion that vast and dense urbanism is not

something which is endemic to man, proponents of the Garden

City movement advocated an 'image' of the ideal l-ife based

on low densities and green space, etc.
ist response, at least in Britain,

Partially an ideal-

it represented one

response to the conditions of cities and one which epitom-

izes the dream of village and country life which is seen as

being inherently British.

18 E.R. Scoffham, "The Shape Of ¡ritish Housing", Þp. 4
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The city Efficient movement, which received more atten-
tion in North Àmerica than in Britain, provided yet another

response to urban conditions of the time, in this case,

accepting that cities must exist and something must there-
fore be done to them. This was a result of the influence of
European (ie. non sritish) urban experiences. perhaps the

st rongest impr int thi s part icul-ar ideology has ref t i s in

the notion of zoning land uses I a concept which was origi-
nalry brought over from Germany by reformers of the nine-
teenth century:

"By promising to equip the energetic young Ameri-
can planning movement with controls essential to
shape city growth with civilized restraint, thenew zoning institution won the hearts of early
twentieth-century urban reformers. The prospect of
being able to arrange the distribution of urban
functions of work and residence, to keep a limited
hand on the height and butk of urban buildings,
and above a]l, to have a decisive effect on the
concentration of urban populations, \,ras indeed
intoxicating. " t s

Given the rerativery large degree of private land o$¡nership

within both the united states and canada,coupred with com-

paratively rimited levels of development, zoning was viewed

as a means of retaining contror and stability while atlowing
existing land tenure patterns to continue. private landown-

ers saw yet another benefit to be derived from zoning; the

maintenance of property varues, later to become an issue of

concern to progressive planning.

1s Nino Hason, "The Emergence
trols In North American Mun
sis", pp.7

Ànd Development Of Zoning Con-
icipalities: A Critical ÀnaIy-
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In this sense, planning was (and until recently continued

to be) inextricably bound up in growth, especially in North

America. Given the particular set of circumstances, it is
not surprising that physical (guantitative) values were thus

being deterrnined as to optimal density, house form, Dêigh-

borhood size and layout, etc, not only in North Àmerica, but

in Britain as wel1. The variation exists in the particuLar

systems whích hrere implemented to bring about the desired

ends, Britain adopting a system of development control and

the United States and Canada adopting zoning as the system

of development regulation. (fn the U.S. adoption of this
particurar system of development regulation was not mandato-

ry. Many cities in the state of Texas, including Houston,

did not adopt zoning, preferring, instead to make use of
private agreements among landowners. )

By the turn of the twentieth century, planners and urban

theorists, by nature of their professional base in one or

more of the design discipfines, v¡ere abÌe to have signifi-
cant influence within the realm of architecture, both domes-

tic and otherwise. This point is significant given that at
the same time, architecture itself was having to face the

charlenge of the new machine age. New lifestyres based on

changing social and economic conditions h'ere viewed as

requiring new forms of housing and possibly ne$¡ forms of

communities. Technology was seen as being able to provide

the solutions which would free the populus from the 'drudg-
ery' of household chores, etc.
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Regardless of whether the architects of the day wholly

embraced the machine age as Le Corbusier in Europer or

rejected it outright as did Frank Lloyd Wright in Àmerica,

similar issues of concern were debated regarding the optimal

design/environmental- response to changing human needs and

desires. In an attempt to determine the conditions favoura-

bl-e to eliciti.ng such a response, a number of postulates had

to be established regarding density, servicing, amenities,

transportation, housing form and construction, the effects
of which are fert today in the layout and design of cities,
rather more so in North America than in gritain. Thus plan-

ning and design were to some degree interconnected, though

the rerationship evorved to the current sprit between

designer and 'regulator' of housing.

Though represented by a number of ideological 'phases' or

'movements', in the form of Garden City or City Efficient,
the aim of pranning in both Britain and North America

revolved around the problem of adequately responding to
change (seen until most recently as'growth'). whether the

core idea \.¡as the creat ion of 'new towns' or simply the zon-

ing of land uses, these !¡ere pranning sorutions which then

did not anticipate future probrems such as rimited resourc-

€s, the proliferation of private automobiles or high speed

jet travel. However I as each of these new phenomena

appeared, the particular planning scheme(s) in place at the

time had to respond accordingly, necessitating further pos-
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needs andtulation as

des i res .

The process may have been somewhat ciifferent in Brifain
than in North Àmerica, in part due to the perceived abun-

dance of both land and resources in North Àmerica though as

r+e11 as to differences in government philosophies, J-egaI

systems and existing class structures. As a result, the

role of planners and architects in determining the shape of

the residential environment varied significantly. Even

between canada and the united states there is a noticeabre

degree of difference not onJ.y in the patterns of cities, but

in the forms of housing as weI1. within each country,
regional variation on forms of cities and housing is depen-

dent on such external- variables as cl-imate, topography and

geographic locat ion.

2"4 GUIDING THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

As previously indicated, the methodologies devised and

propagated to regulate development in Britain, the United

States and Canada, though initially borne of common concern,

began to diverge in method of application. Such is the case

when one glimpses beyond the initial concerns of public
hearth to issues of distribution of resources. As is often
the case, once basic needs are seen to, objective decision
making becomes more difficult, given that human desires vary

much more than human needs for survival.
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2o4"1 Britain
Perhaps the most significant point which set British

housing apart from the united states or canada (and contin-
ues today) was the active rol-e of the public sector, beyond

mere regulation to active development. The creation of the

London county council in 1880 was followed by the Housing of

working classes Àcts of 1890 and 1900. These acts empowered

local authorities to purchase and develop residential sites.
Early experiments attempted to address not only the build-
ings themserves, but the surrounding externaL environment as

an integral part of the development. perhaps it was this
concern with the total environment of housing which led to
earry attempts to move peopre out of existing cities into
more humane, planned surroundings.

It is ímportant not to underestimate the impact of the

Garden city novement on the way in which residential devel-
opment took place in the twentieth century, both in Britain
as well as in North Àmerica. The notion of 'the good life',
which the proponents of this movement envisioned continues

today; however, the costs of attaining this goal are

increasing, both from an economic and a social standpoint.
However, unrike the case of the North American suburb as it
exists today, the British remained conscious of the need for
efficiency in design as related to land use, density, sizes

and types of houses, âs well as sizes of communities. This

was essentially the result of smarrer land supplies (and
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subsequentry higher costs) as well as a signif icantly smarr-

er per capita gross nationar product avairable to devote to
hous i ng .

rt was not until 1918 that some national consensus came

into force in Britain regarding residential development

standards. The Report on Ouestions of Buildinq Construction

in connection with the Provision of Dwel-linqs for the work-

inq classes known as the Tudor-Ç,larters Report set out the

first uniform building standards. based on a 'target life'
span of 60 years. In summarizing its impacts, one author

notes:

"its recommendations v¡ere those which are/ in the
main, readily accepted today: among them a third
Iiving room, a separate bathroom, and three bed-
rooms, a maximum of 12 houses to the acre (30/ha.)
and a minimum spacing between facing houses of 70
f eet ( 21m. ) . These þrere undoubted improvements on
nineteenth century working-class housing standards
and they became, at the same time, both Lhe image
and reali!V of social aspirations for the ordinary
person.t'20

This marked a turning point in British housing policy and

represented the nation's commitment to improving the overall-
quality of its housing. Space standards remained an impor-

tant issue in determining the shape of British housing, giv-
en the significantry higher level of public involvement in

Britain.
However, it was not simply housing standards which shaped

the form and layout of gritish housing" From the time that
concern was being expressed about urban congestion, another

2o E.R.Scoffham,"The Shape of British Housing", pp.7-B
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variable v¡as at work; land cost. The escalation of urban

land costs, a phenomenon not isolated to Britain, r^'hen com-

bined with the imposition of deveropment restrictions in the

form of density, layout and separation, etc. red inevitably
to affordability problems in the development of urban hous-

i ng . Not surpr i s i ngty , suburban and new town deve lopmenL

provided a means of controlling the impact of this addition-
aI cost, given that the only alternative would have been

higher densities. The report of the Martey committee, pub-

lished in 1934r reiterated concerns over deveropment rimits:
"It advocated adoption of the type of development
usualì-y assoc iated w i th the idea of a garden c i ty,yet went on to say that once a town reaches a cer-
tain size further growth should take the form of
complete and separate planned units. Interestingly
enough it also rejected ideas for higher buildiñgs
and increased densities."2 1

Further support for this notion of decentralization followed
in 1 939 with the release of the BarLow Report which reported
"that nationar action was necessary in order to decongest

urban areas and advocated a policy of decentrarization in
which garden cities were to be incruded.22" The recommenda-

tions of the Barlow Report $¡ere in part rearized with the

adoption of the county of London plan in 1943, in which "the
inLention was to to discourage further growth within the

London region and to redistribute what was arready in exis-
tence to improved standards. 2 3 "

Ibid, pp.

I bid , pp.

Ibid, pp"

21

22

23

10

12

13
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The next significant change in housing standards occurred

with the replacement of the Tudor-Walters standards for
those recommended by the the Dudley Report of 1944 as found

in the 1944 Housinq Manual. The new manual- allor+ed f or an

overall increase in standards via the rearrangement of

internaÌ spaces, generally increasing spatial allotment in
the process. This manual superceded the '1942 Housinq Manual

and represented the most generous space standards to date in
British Housing.

From this point, British housing appeared to move in two

distinct directions; new town development and urban residen-

tial development, a result of increasing costs of both land

and meeting the minimum reguirements set out in current

development standards. Firstfy, the most obvious response,

not an altogether new idea, was the promotion of the concept

of 'new towns', wherein some semblance of controL could be

had regarding land cost and required densities. However, the

renewed interest in the new town was not entirely an econom-

ic response. It r{as also a response to an increasing concern

with the quality of the social environment. The New Towns

Àct of 1946 recognized such concerns, especially as relating
to standardization. On this point:

"the adverse effects of taking averages when
designing houses were recognized in that a variety
of house sizes was seen to be necessary for 'there
are no average people'. Research was admitted to
be necessary on the subject of dwelling sizes, but
in establishing standards the act felt that each
nev¡ town should devise its own, to whish all those
buildings in the town should conform. Then it add-
ed a word of warning, that standardisation,
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'should not be tolerated for its own sake' as it
could easiJ.y 'become a subst itute f or work and
thought' . Individuality and personal feelings
should be allowed expression, with standardisation
being practised only when it was relevant. Same-
ness and monotony were seen as the dangers."24

The other direction which nritish housing followed

involved urban residential development. It had become cl-ear

by the 1950's, that increasing density was the only means

avail-able to address the economic crisis brought about by

high land and service (both hard and soft) costs. To some

degree spurred on by technology, but also by the novelty and

glorified image surrounding this building form (primarily in

the minds of architects), the high rise concept came to
¡ritain from continental Europe, as a potential solution to
the crisis. The arrivar of Le corbusier and modern architec-
ture allowed housing designers a new alternative;

"to marry the dual advantages of town and country
within the congested city, whereas Howard, Unwin
and Reith had performed the same marriage to
decongest the city outside its boundaries. " 2 5

However economic conditions v¡ere not the only factor
which affected the size and quality of housing in Britain.
PoliLics, in the form of government intervention played a

significant rore in the setting and administering of housing

standards. Not surprisingly, standards generally tended to
increase under socialist rabour governments and decrease

under Conservative administrations. such a broad statement

is misleading if one considers that it is often in times of

24 Ibid, pp.

2s ibid, pp.

17

79
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poor economic performance that conservative governments are

elected to power, for the primary purpose of changing those

conditions. Thus it was one such desire for economy which

allowed the propagation of high rise-high density housing in

Britain. One author states, though somev¡hat one-sidedly,

that:

"The reluctance to take up the advantage of
('100ppa or 247ppha loiv rise solutions) . . .was a
by-product of fear of the kind of development
v¡hich took place under nineteenth-century by-1aw
control. While many architects were aware of the
shortcomings of high rise and sprawl, they were
prevented from achieving a more compact, urban
alternative by regulations governing road widths,
traffic movement, daylighting and services which
were devised and enforced by authorities who saw
their infringement as the thin edge of a wedge
that would permi t speculat i ve deve1opnent . " 2 6

However, the problems associated with high density-high
rise housing, for certain social and economic groups were

becoming increasingly apparent by the 1960's, not only in

Britain but in North Àmerica as well. The high incidences

of crime in many of these projects compounded with the

increasing inability to deal with the rising leve1 of pri-
vate automobile ov¡nership forced serious consideration of

this housing form in Britain, though the automobile problem

was shared by new towns. On this subject, one author notes:

"A frequent solution was to locate as many cars as
possible underneath dweLling blocks. This was very
much a policy of 'out of sight, out of mind'. The
apparent visual problem of the car outdoors had
been dealt with; but that the car might be less
convenient so accommodated, oF that the parking
place itself might be more unsightly than cars
grouped on the surface or that it might provide

26 rbid, pp. 101
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opportunities for antisocial activity, þrere only
realised later, when economic and social pressures
forced change."27

I n 1 958 , .there vras cons iderable emphas i s ( ttre result of a

conservaLive government) on the quantity of housing in the

country, followed by a subseguent reduction of space stan-
dards in order to accompJ-ish the goal of increasing the

housing supply. Perhaps a step backwards, reaction to this
approach led in a very short time to the emergence of a new

valuat ion system.

By the 1960's, Britain passed a third threshold in hous-

ing standards confronting concerns of adaptation to change.

A conscious reaction to changing social, economic and tech-
nological conditions led the Parker Morris committee in 1961

to speculate on the need to respond to such change. What

appears most interesting about the findings and subseguent

recommendations of the committee is that it identified a

number of concerns which have yet to be addressed today,

though the need to do so has not subsided. In the report,
aptly titled Homes for Todav and Tomorrow, sample concerns

included:

"Chapter 1-New Patterns of Living
ø 1.The social and economic revolution since the

war, the greater general prosperity, and the
easier more varied home life now possible make
timely a review of the sorts of homes now
bui It .

ø 3.To meet the needs of the future there should
be space for activities demanding privacy and
quiet, f or satisf actory circuj.ation, f or

27 rbid, pp. 1 09
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better storage generally; space to keep the
new household machinery, and kitchens arranged
for easy housework with room in which to take
at least some meals.

7.The starting point for thinking about houses
and flats must be the activities that people
want to undertake in then. This approach to
the problem of design starts with a clear rec-
ognition of these various activities and their
rel-at ive importance in soc ia1 , f ami 1y and
individual Iives, and goes on to assess the
conditions necessary for their pursuit in
terms of space, atmosphere, efficiencyr corn-
fort, furniture and equipment.

Chapter 2-Homes for family Needs

ø l2.There is no substitute for architectural
advice. Our recommendations are made on the
basis that architects must be employed and
Irecommendations] are frarned so as tò allow
for the very wide variety of circumstances and
site conditions confronting designers, and to
leave them free either to develop conventional
plan-forms or to explore new Iiving arrange-
ments to suiL changing needs.

ø lS.Homes should be designed so that they ful-
fit the reasonable reguirements of the way in
which prospective occupiers are likely to want
to live and work in them, furnish them and
store their possessions.

ø 41.The human problem for the future in the
design of flats and maisonettes is to provide
for people who live in them an environment as
workable and as satisfactory as for people who
live in houses. the economic problem is to
reduce the costs. " 2 I

The degree of comprehensiveness to which the desi.gn of

housing was addressed continued throughout later publica-
tions relating to new communities. The 1967 publication, The

Needs of New Communities noted the need for provision of

amenities and services within new communities as an integral

28 Ministry of Housing and Local
Today and Tomorrow", pp. 49-52

Government, "Homes for
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part of maintaining housing qual-ity Ievels. The considera-

tion of external amenities as having direct bearing on hous-

ing quality, within standards, is indicative of changing

conditions and changing values, not only in Britain but

throughout much of the western world.

Perhaps the most distinguishing trait of ¡ritish housing

and housing sta.ndards is that the private market contributed
very littIe to the evolution of standards, following, rather
than setting the norm. In this sense, the orderly, compre-

hensive appearance of nritish housing standards and develop-

ment in general is no coincidence, it was a conscious objec-

tive.

2.4"2 The Unit,ed states

It appears from previous discussion that British ideas

and ideals in the public sector performed an important rore

in the shaping of American housing; in fact one may go as

far as affirming that both countries initially faced simirar
social and economic crises (in the form of public health
concerns), responding and subsequently evolving in vastly
di fferent ways.

Of primary difference is the basic approach taken toward

personal property rights, with the Americans upholding as

absolute the right to use and dispose of property. In ¡rit-
ain such rights did not and do not exist today, with govern-

ment control over l-and use and housing regulation being much

more extensive and comprehensive as a result. ( see chapter
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1, Legal Realities) rhus a significant concern of residen-

tial (or any) developrnent regulation in the United States

l¡as and stiil remains the task of limiting (or encouraging)

growth via private development. The adopted means for
achieving this end was zoning.

The emergence of zoning in the United States may be

vier"ed as an extension of early restrictions on height,
area, location and use of buildings, including the separa-

tion of incompatible land uses, âs it was concern over such

issues which initially attracted the attention of reformers

to zoning. For example:

"In 1 909, Los Angei-es created distinct residential
and industrial zones. Seven industrial districts
were established, the remainder of the city was
reserved exclusively for residential use. " 2e

These control-s were supported by law, being upheld by the

U.S. Supreme Court. One historian views the emergence of

'formal' zoning as an extension of the City Efficient move-

ment, itself rooted in the primary concerns of public health

and urban congestion noted earlier:
"In comprehensive zoning, many reformers saw the
f inal cure for all these evi1s. Zoning, they
argued, would help bring about decentralization
and hence reduce congestion; could stabilize prop-
erty values through the separation of incompatible
users; and could provide unprecedented legat
authority to carry out real planning schemes."3o

29 Nino Hason, "The Emergence and
trols in North American Commun

I bid, pp. 5

Development of Zoning Con-
ities, pp. 5-6

30
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ln this sense, the intents of zoning to some degree par-

alleled those of British development control-. Whereas in

Britain a development agency may have developed a new town,

the Àmerican eguivalent r+ould have been brought about by a

private developer. Under the British system, government was

left to wield greater control over the administration of the

system, a necessity due to its much more active role in the

development of housing. Zoning, whether applied in urban,

suburban or rural settings v¡as intended as a tool with which

to predict and maintain orderly development while ensuring

the stability of existing neighborhoods. Given these aspira-
tions, it is not difficult to understand why planners !¡ere

eager to see the system implemented as it provided the ideal
cornpromise; a semblance of control within an otheri+ise free

mar ket .

How then has the basis for the acceptance of the practice
of. zoning shifted, in order to account for its present level
of effectiveness and influence? Though a difficult question

to answer, it is likely that the answer partJ-y lies in a

number of areas, including a shifting emphasis in zoning and

the broadening of regulatory contror in the united states
since the turn of the century, to include separate building
and housing codes, where buitding code standards relate to

safety oriented issues including construction and fire pro-

tection and housing code standards relate to issues of occu-

pant safety and health.
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On the shifting of zoning emphasis, one author states:

"Àt the same time that popular recognition of zon-
ing r,ras in Íul1 force during the mid-1920's,
intell-ectual discontent with zoning grew consider-
ably in planning c i rcles. From an emphasis on
effectuating the planned development of a munici*
pal-ity, zoning was increasingly being used to pro-
tect property values in residential areas and to
enhance property val-ues in commercial and indus-
trial districts. In 1931, William Munro, then vice
president of the National Municipal League, com-
plained that the original purpose of zoning had
become "distorted" " He explained:

'The rank and file of the people are coming to
Iook upon (zoning) as merely a matter of maintain-
ing and increasing property val-ues. Whenever a
guestion of rezoning comes up, the issue is not
usuaJ-Iy approached from the standpoint of what the
citl' needs, but of what the private owners desire
and what their immediate neighbors feel disin-
clined to let them have. I ?r s 1

These same problems with zoning have persisted to the pres-

ent and have effectively served to nullify much of the

potential gain which could result from effective planning.

Regarding the broadening of regulatory control, a number

of Àmerican cities developed model housing laws in the early
twentieth century in an effort to address Lhose issues which

zoning could not control, effectively granting themselves

control over the condition and design of housing, relative,
of course, to legal confirmation. Unlike Britain or Canada,

there is no one national standard in the United States, for
residentiar development. rnstead there is a suggested stan-

dard with each state (or city) free to adopt whatever stan-

dard it sees fit.

31 Nino Hason, "The Emergence and Development
trol-s in North Àmerican Municipatities: A
sis" , pp. 41

of Zoning Con-
Critical Àna1y-
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rt was not until 1934 that the u.s. government passed the

National Housing Àct, thus creating the Federal Housing

Àdministration. In much the same manner as its canadian

counterpart, the then central- Mortgage and Housing corpora-
tion, the FHÀ attempted to employ rninimum residential devel-
opment standards as a means of assessing the insureability
of any proposed housing project within which it became

involved. This was a function which had its roots in con-

cerns of public health and safety but, as in canada, became

more and more concerned with minimizing financial risk for
the particurar agency (often to the detriment of innova-

tion). As the FHA became more involved in funding private
homes and apartments (notably after the second world war)

its power broadened with its scope, creating yet another

signif icant level- of residential development control.
Further change occurred in '1 965 with the creation of the

Department of Housing and urban Development (Hun) as a

resuLt of public concern about the problems of the environ-
ment and pressure from professionar pranners. Eventualry,
incorporating the NHA, then president Johnson described the

intended role of HUD in a message to congress:

"This new department r+iI1 provide a focal point
for thought and innovation and imagination about
the problems of our cities... it will work to
strengthen the constructive relationships between
nation, state and city the creative federalism
which is essential to progress. This partnership
wiIl demand the leadership of mayors, Governors
and state legislatures.. n"32

32 John Delafons,
pp.121

"Land-Use Controls in the United States",
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It must be recognized that given the lower percentage of

pubric housing in the united states, r€Ìative to Britain,
the rofe of national agencies such as the FHÀ (and rater
HUD) addressed a much different set of concerns. These

i nc luded :

ø Àffordability related to individual- home ov¡nership.

@ Regulation and control- of private development.

ø Other issues related to balancing inconsistencies or

irregularities in distribution within the market.

Public housing in the united states was handled as a unique

commodity, providing for a smaIl segment of the popu]-ation

which could not be adequately served by the free market.33

2.4.3 Canada

In keeping with previous discussion, the Canadian experi-
ence in estabrishing housing standards grew out of the same

public hearth concerns which spurred similar action in both
gritain and the united states. Government intervention in
housing during the early part of the twentieth century v¡as,

as in the United states, not looked upon favourably, given a

similar high degree of private land ownership. At first
restricted to developing 'model' projects, government activ-
ity broadened to the granting of loans for municipal non-

profit housing by 1918, though this did not occur on any

regurar basis until the passing of the Dominion Housing Àct

33 Note - until relatively recently, the
ship in Britain was not promoted,
States and Canada. In Britain, it $¡as
government to provide public housing.

goal of home or,¡ner-
unlike the United

a central policy of
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in 1935. The basis for these loans vias that their recipients
followed acceptable, sound building practice. Meanwhile, a

similar process of incorporating the principles of land-use

zoning vras underway in canada, under the leadership of cana-

dian, American and British pranners and reformers. For exam-

yÁu.

"The province of Ontario, in 1912, empowered its
cities with more stringent authority to control-
the location of apartment buildings, tenement
houses and publ ic garages. " 3 4

The sritj.sh North Àmerica Àct and its provisions for greater
government control over private property made the task of

irnplementing zoning far easier than in the united states,
though conflict between proponents of private vs public own-

ership of land has never been totally resolved.

By 1941, the National Research Council of Canada had

developed the National Building Code which was to apply to
all buildings as an industry standard. However the end of

the second world viar saw both a significant housing shortage

and a need for improving existing dwellings. The i945

National Housing Àct set out to address these issues:

"The preamble to the Àct clearly summarizes its
purposes: 'An Àct to Promote the Construction of
New Houses, the Repair and Modernization of Exist-
ing Houses, the Improvement of Housing and Living
Conditions, and the Expansion of Employrnent in the
Post-War Period. "3s

34 ibid, pp.6

ss John Àrcher, "A History of 12Housing Standards", pp.
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The Act provide for the creation of the centrar Mortgage and

Housing corporation as a vehicre for the administration of

the Act and to ensure an adequate 'standard' of housing in

Canada. It was empowered:

"To prescribe design, planning and construction
standards for its ov¡n purposes. The need for this
poh'er was a result of the absence of both effec-
t ive munic ipal town planning in Canada and a
sophisticated house buitding industry. tt 3 6

cMHc was thus abre to regulate housing in a number of ways:

1. via the administration of the National Building code

and subseguently developed residential standards.
2- Via the provision of guidance to municipalities in

administering site planning standards.

3. via the provision of nortgage insurance on any project
involving the use of government funds.

4- via direct funding or the granting of loans, subsid-

ies, etc, to initiate projects deemed desirable by the

corporation.

The particular problems endemic to canada, however, are evi-
denced in the objectives of cMHc standards, if one considers

them relative to 'planning for change':

"The first objective has been to protect thepublic interest, in particular public health
and safety, through the reguirement that a
minimurn physical standard be met. Thi s ob jec-
tive was most important during the first áec-
ade of CMHC activity. In an environment of
weak municipal and provincial controls and
high demand for housing, it was important that
a measure of control over the housing industry
be exercised.

1236 Ibid, pp.
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The second objective has been to protect CMHC
from excessive financial risk. The application
of the standards served as a quality- control
tool (beyond simply protecting public health
and safety ) , ensuring that the housing in
v¡hich CMHC had established a financial inter-
est would hold its value in the marketplace
over the long term.

The third objective has been promotion of an
ídealized mode 1 of the residential
environment-an appropriate standard of housing
quality f or Canadians. The standards \,Iere
applied across the country and an effort was
made to encourage smal-l builders in less
sophisticated areas to provide the quality of
the residential environment on which the model
was based."37

Continuing problems thus involve administrative efficiency,

whether said stanoards ought to represent a 'minimum stan-

dard ' or a 'desirable standard', as wel-l- as their impact on

the development of new housing forms. Otherwise, the basic

form of residential development and development standards in

Canada paraÌlels that of the United States, though marked by

a greater l-eveI of public intervention within both private

and public housing realms.

2.5 STANDARDS AND DESIGN

A brief study of the design conseguences of residential
development standards indicates at least on the surface, a

degree of correlation between the involvement of profession-

al architects and the quality of design produced" Though it
is difficult to labe1 any particular design as inherently
bad without first defininq

37 rbid, pp.16

the basis for definition (eg
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economy, user satisfaction, adaptability, etc.), one cannot

overlook the degree of sophistication which has evidenced

itself in the design of British housing, particularly in the

public sector.

There is l-ittle doubt that in all cases examined, prolif-
eration of standards has vastly improved the design of hous-

ing from the perspective of public health, overcrowding and

safety. However, from the perspective of user satisfaction,
adaptability, sense of place, etc, the postulation made

regarding optimum standards ( re density, services, site
improvement, etc. ) tras not had such a unanimously positive
effect on the design of housing, notabJ_y in the area of

housing rehabilitation and the adaptation of standards to
meet this different set of circumstances.

What has followed is a series of regulatory devices and

responses which attempted to counteract the negative effects
of development realities in Iight of changing social and

economic conditions. This is exemplified in innovative forms

of zoning and the use of performance standards, among oth-
ers, which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. How-

ever, the net effect has been to force the reconsideration
or at least reexamination of the direction, intents and rea-

sons for being of residentiar development standards, both in
Britain and in North Àmerica.
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2"6 STJMÞ4TARY

Though born of similar pubric hearth concerns in Britain,
canada and the united states, the evolution of residential
development standards in all three countries took on sepa-

rate routes, a resuLt of different 1egal systems, political
systems and socio-economic conditions over time " Though

there is littre doubt that the introduction of standards

increased the basic guality level of housing since the nine-
teenth centuFy, there appeared to be early evidence of dif-
ficulty, particularly in adapting to change.

The forrowing chapter will outrine the scope of recent

changes which have affected the direction and rate of devel-
opment to date as werl as in the future" These changes have

touched all segments of society and have given rise to new

concerns of long-term viability.



ChapÈer III
THE CHA,NGING REA,LTTIES OF HOUSINGg BÀSIS FOR

CHANGE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Not unlike other

last twenty-five or

nomic and technoJ-og

ability of most of

tively, rel-ative to
that:

facets of life, it has been within the

so years that the rate of social, eco-

ical change unequivocally surpassed the

the world to 'respond' or 'react' posi-

issues of housing. One author contends

"The scale, pace and complexity of economic and
social change have served to compromise many of
the notions we have held about the dynamics of
urban and regional development. " 3 I

This has been a time within which national economies have

been made or broken over very short time periods. Conseq-

uentry, we are currently experiencing increasing levels of

uncertainty and insLability within the world economy, supp-

ranted with (and often driven by) social change and politi-
car will (or lack thereof). Technology has been accepted

wholeheartedly though often inappropriately used as a tool
for maximizing efficiency, thus unabre to keep pace with the

social and economic changes often operating against it.

38 Thomas À. Hutton,
Perspective", pp" 51

"Prospects for Planning:

54

An Economic
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within Britain, North Àmerica and much of the western

worrd, wê have r+itnessed a social revorution in the 1960's,

an envi ronmental revol-ut ion in the 1 970' s and f inalry an

economic revolution in the 1980's. ÀI1 have had significant
effects on housing and whether directly or indirectly, on

the evolution of residential development standards. over

this period, not only has the attituoe of planners changed,

but equarly has the attitude of consumers relative to needs,

values and most significantly, perceptions (wherein percep-

tions may appear as relevant as reaLities).
These changes have affected and will continue to affect

the residential environment at a1r scafes, from the individ-
ual- household to the neighborhood, to the leve1 of city
region and beyond. The fact that many of these changes are

surprisingly common not on]-y to Britain, Canada and the

United States but afso to much of the v,¡estern worId, pro-

vides an indication of the magnitude of potentiar rel-ated

problems and concerns.

3"2 CHANGING SOCIÀL CONDITIONS

Traditionally, housing has invariabry responded to social
change, notabry as relating to the makeup of households. The

evorutionary changes to British housing standards over the

span of the twentieth century provide an excellent example,

both in the use of space and the surrounding environment.

unfortunately, one may argue and rightfurry sor that housing
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in Britain, at least in the public sector, has been more

responsive to both poritical and economic pressure than

those of social change. Nonetheress, the impact of social
change on housing and the determination of housing standards

ought not to be underest imated. l'iany of the soc ial changes

which have occurred over the last twenty- five or so years,

both in Britain and North Àmerica, may no J-onger maintain

media prominence, but their impact(s) may still- be fert
today and likely wilr continue to be felt in the future.

BasicalÌy, social change as affecting most western coun-

tries may be categorized as belonging to one of three broad

areas: Population composition, household composition, and

changing social norms. The first invorves the rerative com.-

position of a specific popuration and the percentages of
specific age groups within that popuration. The second cat-
egory involves the makeup of households within a specific
population and the impact of a change in structure. The

third category involves changing sociar norms, rangi.ng from

accepted behavior to legal rights and freedoms. changing

sociar norms are often partial causes of structurar changes

to household and popuration structure. In addressing hous-

ing and housing standards, social change has significant
imprications on the needs, varues and perceptions of those

affected.
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3 "2 "1 Populat,ion Conrposition

rt has become common knowredge that the popurations of
most western countries are aging and in this sense, canada,

the united States ano Britain provide no exception. This
phenomenon, a result of decreasing birth rates coupred with
longer life expectancies, is the resurt of a comprex set of
variables. while increased medical knovrredge and a higher

standard of pubric health contribute to greater life expec-

tancy, decreasing birth rates are not as readiry exprained.

To a certain extent the reasons are purely economic (ie.
high costs, unemployment, both parents working, etc. ) yet
egually important are Less obv j.ous reasons, themsel-ves a

resurt of changing social varues, including a greater inter-
est in serf-fulfillment ¡ s€rf-satisfaction and increasing
desires to minimize domestic responsibility, to name a few.

However, of primary interest to this study are the resur-
tant effects of such changes on housing and housing stan-
dards, both at present and in the future. How we respond

today, given the lifespan of housing units and required sup-

port infrastructure as well as the time rag in the provision
of adequate suppries of housing, wilr subseguentry affect
our abirity to respond to change in the future. Keeping this
scenario in mind, a number of changes in approaching housing

and housing standards should resurt. This is, of course,

based on the premise that different populations have differ-
ent needs, values and perceptions, whether based on cultural
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experience and social norms, or prevailing economic condi-
tions"

rn canada, the united states and Britain, these phenomena

have evidenced themsel-ves in a number of areas, including:
@ Increasing concerns with the quality and suppry of sen-

iors housing.

@ crises in affordabiJ-ity for older people (often on fixed
incomes) to maintain their existing dwelling.

@ À general decline in average househord size, subseguent-

ly creating an increase in the total number of house-

holds.

ø changing requirements for housing rerated services.
@ À change in the taxpayer profile, most notably fewer

taxpayers to support more non-taxpayers.

Though a decrease in birth rate serves to counteract an

increase in dependency ratio, (tne percentage of the popura-

tion under 15 and over 65 years of age ) demographic shifts
r.'i11 nonetheLess continue to have an impact on housing needs

and affect both housing forms and styres. This is further
compricated as birth rates among different socio- economic

and cultural groups are not consistent, many actuarly ris-
ing.

3"2.2 Household Composition

Major shifts in the structure of household composition
which have occurred in the recent past, have had significant
impact on housing and housing standards. while an increase
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in the elderly popuration, ever more often riving in sepa-

rate househords, serves to arter the composition of house-

holds. other variabres such as increases in divorce rates,
incidences of single parent farnilies, dual income famiries,
childless famiries and single person househords, ar1 at the
expense of the traditional 'nucÌear' f amily, f urther al_ters

the structure of household composition. Relative the the

United States, one author notes:

"The trend away from traditional households andtoward more varied living arrangements mirrors thebasic age and sex structure oi the society. Ttarso ref lects spec i f ic changes in the nrakãup of
households and fami 1 ies:
1 À shi f t in the age when chi ldren l_eave home.

A rise in the proportion of families made upof v¡omen Iiving with children or other relaltives but not with husbands.

A decline in average household size, and arise in the proportion of single-person
households.

À decl ine in husband/wi f e househol_ds as aproportion of all households.

A decline in the number of people who liveneither al-one nor as nuclear- family members-for example, lodgers, boarders, siblings,parents, or grandparents of the couple orindividual heading the household.3s

change is so rapid that many of these structural
recurring, v¡ithin increasingly shorter periods

¿.

4.

E

The pace of

changes are

of t ime.

3s George Masnick and Mary Jo Bane,
1960-1990", pp. 11-12

"The Nation's Fami1ies:



In any case, the net effects of

Firstly, an increasing fluctuation
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s change are twofold:

the total number of

rhi
in

households, followed by a divergence in the needs, Vârues

and aspi rat ions of the generar populus as a di rect resul-t of

the variety of household types. This may evidence itself via

changes in demand, Do longer simply for housing per s€, but

for more adaptive and alternate styles of housing, as wer-I

as a variety of rerated services. This holds especialry
true given the diverse range of economic conditions prevail--
ing across the household spectrum, ês social change by

itself does not necessarily bring new housing forms.

Regardless, the setting of minimum standards for housing,

be they relative to use of space, allowable density, etc,
has become and is likery to remain an important issue in
determining the ability to respond to the aforementioned

changes in househord structure. Evidence of responser oF at
least acknowledgement of the problem, ffiêy be seen as early
as 1961 in gritain with the recommendations of the parker

Morris committee, entitring their report Homes for Today and

Tomorrow. The response vras to remove the barriers imposed

by minimum standards by effectively removing them, thus

allowing architects to respond in a manner appropriate to
the circumstances present and foreseen. The consequences of

standards ignoring changes in household composition in Brit-
ain would have been disastrous given the high percentage of

direct public involvement in housing coupred with the rimit-
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ed resources available for housing. In North Àmerica, we

have thus been abl-e, via greater resources (income versus

cost ratio) to provide an overalL higher standard of housing

than in Britain, notably in terms of. generosity of external
space and services. 4 o current economic conditions, however,

suggest that such practices may not be abre to continue

indefinitely.
Irr any case, it is impossible to ignore the effects of

changing household composition without examining this phe-

nomenon rel-at ive to the term ' f ami 1y' . Thi s i s important

when one attempts to predetermine any set of residentiat
development standards based, as they often are, on what con-

stitutes such a definition. a 1 what has become cl-ear is that
few if any comprehensive definitions currently exist as to
what constitutes the term 'family' and most zoning legisla-
tion has not responded to any changes in what determines a

f amily, in terms of househol-d composiLion. a2 Barbara shirr-
ing notes that restrictive definitions of family openly dis-
criminate against nev¡ or emerging forms of 'fami Iy' . + s

4o Note internal space standards for the public sector
were lower in the united states and canada than in the
Parker Morris recommendations.

Note - The common zoning designations 'single family' and
'multi- family' are indicative of such practice.)
Note - Some progress has been recently made in this
direction in Canada, with the recent publication of a
Quebec government Green Paper on family policy, entitled
"For Quebec Families". À description of this document and
response to its contents are documented in an article
appearing in "TransitioD", June 1885¡ pp" 3-4

Barbara A" shil1ing, "Exclusionary zoning. Restrictive

41

42

43
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within the united states the same author has indicated no

consistency in the provision for such a definition. such

exampre groups as extended families, foster chil-dren, family
groups, communes, students, eIderly, handicapped and retard-
ed groups are viewed as often being discriminated against.

3"2.3 Chanqino Social Norms

Recent changes in social- norms have produced perhaps the

most profound changes to the structure of society. such

demographic changes as have been mentioned previously, rang-

ing from increased divorce rates to decreased birth rates
may be attributable, in part, to changing social norms.

These phenomena have been most pronounced in North Àmerica,

in part due to increases in overall wearth coupled with the

absence of strongry developed sociaL customs and patterns.
However, Britain also went through much the same sociar rev-
olution in the '1960's and early 1970's, wherein traditional
values were challenged along with the need for conformity.
Throughout the western world, feminist issues and the drive
for eguar rights emerged during the 1960's as society began

to question traditional rotes and norms.

rncreased financial resources coupred with increased

options which technology had delivered (in the areas of

transportation, entertainment, etc. ) served to change not

onry personal lifestyJ-es, but more significantly, increased

personal expectations and desires for getting 'more out of

Definitions of Family: Àn Annotated Bibliography"
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1 i fe' . I t would be di f f icult to refute the role of

television and other mass media in propagating such an atti-
tude. However economic times were generarly good in both
gritain and North Àmerica during this time and no one woul-d

have anticipated any major change in the state of the worl-d

economy.

corresponding changes in housing and housing standards

then followed in response. Britain responded with an open

set of housing standards and arternate forms and styles of

housing re-emerged (eg. commune, co-op, etc.). other tech-
nologicar deveropments served to al-ter the manner in which

people perceived their dwellings. Àdvances in transporta-
tion coupred with cheap fuel, alrowed a mass exodus from the

cities in the post-v¡ar period, followed in turn by a return
to the cities by a different generation (and by immigrants

with different origins, values and resources at their dis-
posar). This was in part a response to higher energy cost,
but equally a response to changing lifestyres, varues and

soc io-economic condi t ions.

3.3 CHANGING ECONOMIC CONDTTIONS

If one word is to be found to describe recent v¡orld eco-

nomic change, it is uncerLainty Since the late 1970,s, a

vast number of structural economic changes have occurred,

many a result of gIobal economic change, but many more a

result of mismanagement of resources and 'borrowing on the
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future' for present gain. À combination of high inflation
coupled v¡ith limited economic growth had created, by the
'1980's, a situation within which the cost of housing, at
least in North America had become prohibitively expensive.

One author notes that:
"Between 1970 and 1978 the median price of an
existing single family home in the United States
rose by 112 per cent. For much of this period
incomes failed to keep pace with rates of inèrease
in the cost of homeownership."aa

Às a conseguence, it remains difficult to determine whether

housing itself is becoming more expensive or simply v¡hether

the standard of housing which we have come to expect, is
becoming more expensive. The problem does not end at the

individual dwerring unit as the cost of maintaining both

hard and soft service within residential environments have

forced a reconsideration of past models. approaching the

design of c it ies. Given these ci rcumstances, it becomes

difficurt to comprehend how any building standard may hope

to address this situation, short of eriminating a1r design

and planning standards entirelyr or at least dropping the

leveIs significantiy.
Regardless, cl-ose observation of the consequences of

recent economic change in Britain, canada and the united
states reveals the potential for a severe crisis in the near

future. This becomes obvious given the combination of high

debt roads and unstabre money markets, together with a rap-

44 Thomas K.
owners and

Rudel and AIan
Downgrading in

Neaigus, "InfIation, New Home-
the 1970's" , pp. 129
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idly decaying urban infrastructure. planning for change is
then likely to become more of a struggle to cope ret alone

being able to anticipate change, given these conditions.

3"3"1 UncerÈaintv

Às has been previously stated, much of the structural-
economic change which has occurred in the recent past may be

attributed to gJ-obal conditions. This becomes readily appar-

ent when one examines the high leveI of uncertainty which,

from a1l- current indicators, is not subsiding. changes in
worLd industriarizaLion/production patterns have created

severe unemployment among certain sectors of even the

wealthiest countries. As well- as affectirrg the financial
resources avairable for housing, instability in the area of

employment creates additional probrems for the securing of
individual mortgages and housing loans. It creates a problem

for the borrower in being able to not only qualify for
funds, but to ensure repayment. Also, it creates a problem

for the lender and insurer in guaranteeing the funds and

minimizing f inanc ia1 risk.
Related to this change are sudden shifts in 'employment

centers', a phenomenon which has evidenced itserf in Brit-
ain, Canada and the United States in the 1ast 10 years as a

significant determinant of social as r,¡er1 as economic

change. This phenomenon has altered earrier conceptions

regarding such variables as resident mobility, Iength of

tenure and as a result, the 'meaning' of neighborhood.
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Infiation, another phenomenon which comes and goes in

cycles, serves to drive up the cost of housing and housing

related products and services, thus directly affecting the

cost of development. In addition, the effects of infration
remain long after the phenomenon has subsided given that
prices drop in response to decreased costs at a much slower

rate than they increase in response to higher costs.
Fructuations in markets such as oil prices have played

havoc with entire national economies since the 1970, s, as

have fluctuations in interest rates over the same period
(see Figure 3). whire phenomena such as oil price increases

affected housing (and all building) more indirectly, via
increased material and transportation costs, interest rate
fluctuation directly affects the cost of housing given the

duration of mortgage amorti-zation periods.

combining the net effects of economic uncertainty with
many of the aforementioned structurar changes in household

and population composition, would suggest that meeting

(basic) housing needs is getting increasingry diff icult as

one encounters an increasingry complex and different set of
problems than those existing at the turn of the century.
The situation in the united states (1984) is described thus:

"The symptoms...begin with young couples, who even
if they are both employed, often cannot qualify
for a mortgage... To lower their housing costs,
they must commute long distances to remote suburbs
where land is cheaper. Àt the same time, the eld-
erly who 1 ive on f ixed incomes alone or in
couples-even those who own their houses outright-
often find they cannot meet the property taxes,
heating biIIs and the demands for physical mainte-
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nance of single-family homes. The frail elderly
often cannot drive, a necessity in most suburbañ
locations. Single-parent families often lack the
support system of social services that such a fam-
ily requires if the parenr is holding a paid job.
Infant care, day care, after school care, public
transportation so that older children can move
about independently, cl_oseness to stores andhealth services, all are almost always lacking in
neighborhoods where the housing was originãtty
designed for househol_ds r+ith a fuIl-time housewifè
car i ng for husband and chi ldren . Two-ea rner
couples experience many of the same strains if the
enployed wife is also expected to carry the great-
er burden of family tasks.

Single people...often find that housing options
available to them lack flexibility, vaiiely andcomplexity. Coming home to an empty housã or
apartment every night can be dreary, but sharing
traditional housing designed for the cl-oseness oi
one family can be frustrating in its lack of pri-
vacy. More subtle options are hard to 1ocate, and
harder to finance.

Couples undergoing divorce or separation
experience additional frustration. I f the two
incomes are needed to support one mortgage, nei-
ther partner may be able to afford to buy the oth-
er's share of a jointly owned house. Àt the same
time, it rnay not be f easible to relinquish one lowinterest mortgage in favor of two high rentals.
Furthermore, couples with chiLdren wilI find that
the majority of urban landlords simply witl not
rent to families with children. "as

consumer response to economic pressures of this sort as

rerating to housing appear in a number of ways, ranging from

the scaring back on housing expectations (re size, location,
etc.) to the rise in two income families. with such high

leveIs of uncertainty, governments are often forced

the housing market, either directly or indirectly,
tions prove too risky for private investment.

4 s Dolores Hayden,
13-14

to enter

i f condi-

These and

"Redesigning The Àmerican Dream", pp.
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other responses to current housing probrems, for better or

worse, represent reactions to increasingly uncertain econom-

ic times. one thing which such responses serve to affirm is
the need to reconsider what our present 'standard' of hous-

ing i s cost ing us , both in the short and J.ong term and

whether or not we can, or indeed want, to afford it in the

future.a6 Given that residential (development) standards

are purported to refl-ect the society (and its varues, pref-
erences and resources) within r¡hich they operate, perhaps it
is then time for their reconsi.deration.

3.3.2 Urban Ðecav and eosÈs of Servicinq
The question of whether or not we can afford the 'stan-

dard' of housing which has, until now been propagated, is
significant if one proceeds to examine the revel of decay

of urban infrastructure, prevarent r¡ithin many older cities
in the united states, canada and Britain, coupred with the

high cost of providing new services. Àny debate on the issue

is 1ikeIy to bring up concerns of density and land-use rer-
ative to service-use efficiency. In the united states, can-

ada and to a degree in Britain, high social value appears

to be placed on low densities and private yards. partly a

culLural phenomenon and partry a resurt of increasing expec-

tations, individuals, private developers and governments are

increasingry forced to reconsider this 'idear'. This is pri-

46 Note it also raises the question of the
governments should/should not intervene
market to naintain some semblance of socia

degree to which
in the housing
I stabil ity "



marily due to the costs of providing
available resources and the potitical i+ill

prerequisite for development.

higher densi t ies woul-d I i kely be

spectives.
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s form versus

allocate them"

Given such circumstances,

reconsidered from aII per-

rhi
to

In nritain a compromise has been struck, given the poor

success record to date of high density-high rise as a uni-
versal sol-ution. since the inception of the parker Morris
standards, and as early as the 1952 report Density of Resi-
dent iaI Àreas , the government had been attempt ing to
encourage high density-1ow rise sorutions, viewing this
housing form as a compromise between both social and econom-

ic concerns.4T Financial crises in North Àmerica have onry
recentl-y forced the reconsideration of housing and servicing
expenditures, not only on the part of consumers, but private
developers and governments as well. rn North America, there
has been a gradual- escaration over the rast 25 or so years

in the level of service which private developers must pro-
vide within new developments. rt is rikery only a matter of
time before they will be required to provide more'soft'
services and perhaps even longer term maintenance costs as a

Note recent abandonment of the parker Morris standardshas brought about a renewed sense of. uncertainty, ulti-mately rerying on cost effectiveness as a bãsis for
development decisions. The possibility of this situationresponding to economic concerns is quite strong, thoughat what social cost?
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rn addition, increased costs to cities and municiparities
are a result of having to replace worn out hard services
such as roads, sewers, etc as werl as having to respond to
aforementioned changes in popuration and househord struc-
ture" school requirements provide a typicar example as this
is now becoming a serious issue in order parts of many cit-
ies in North America and Britain. Reguratory response to
such conditions in North Àmerica has been rimited and

appried on an ad hoc basis in the form of reduced lot, road

and other servicing standards. However considerations of
this sort have been the norm in Britain since the -1960's,

with the reeval-uation of road and access standards becoming

a national issue. However, the implications of reducing

road standards, given the increasing proliferation of pri-
vate automobiles remains to be seen.

3.3"3 Linited Growth and the Boom-Bust Cyc1e

Economic growth slowed down for much of the western world

during the recession of the late '1970's and earry 1990's.
However, many praces hit by economic uncertainty ,often as a

result of changes in g]oba1, nationar or regional economies,

have recentry been placed in situations where rear economic

growth does not exist¡ oF is in decline. The net result of

this phenomenon is the need to recognize that such condi-
tions may modify both housing requirements and the ability
to pay for services "
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This phenomenon makes North America, in particurar cana-

da, somewhat more vulnerable, due to the prevalence of

resource based communities, though, in any case this type of

community will always remain susceptible to such probl-ems,

especiatly if a single resource is involved. However, it is
the mature, slow growing community which is of particurar
interest as many of these communities exhibit similar char-
acteristics, though they may range in size from smalÌ towns

to large cities. Àn aging population is often inevitable as

is a decrease in industrial and manufacturing growth. In

terms of housing, normal market forces may not. be able to be

counted on to provide an adequate supply of housing, as

incomes and demand may be l-ower and the overall tax base may

also be lower. This same set of conditions inevitably
reflects on housing standards, wherein a limited growth cen-

ter nìay not be able to afford the l-eveI of service (though

in fact the demands/needs may be higher) trrat a high growth

centre can, with its larger tax base.

What this points toward is a reconsideration of the

application of national housing standards and political pri-
orities, or at least a reappraisal of the national priori-
ties given to housing, in order to account for this phenom-

enon. unress governments are willing to subsidize the bulk

of housing and related services across the country, as in
Britain, problems are only likely to get worse. However, the

use of constant sübsidies used to alleviate regional dispar-
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Cities and The Wealth Of Nations,

long range problem. This offers a temporary solution with a

potentiarly high long term dependency association in areas

which likely may never be able to afford the 'standard'.

3. 4 PROBLEMS OF DEFINITIONS MINIMTTM./SUBSTÀNDARD

Às a result of the increased pace of social, economic and

technol-ogical change over the Iast 25 or so years, a signif-
icant number of tenets have subseguently come to be chal-
lenged rerative to housing, particularly in urban centers,
where pressures for change tend to appear strongest. In

attempting to relate housing standards to a rapidly changing

wor1d, one inevitably must ask the question of how (or on

what basis) to define what the minimum acceptabre standard

ought to be, so as to then determine what constitutes 'sub-
standard' (See Figure 4) 

" Looking back to the turn of the

century, one wourd have had 1ittle trouble determining such

Ieve1s, given, ês has been previously stated, that primary

public health concerns on a large scale had yet to be met.

However, in recent years the bulk of the housing in canada,

the united states and Britain has been upgraded to meet

these needs (see Figure 5). rt is this nev¡ combination of

sociar diversification and economic uncertainty which has,

and likery will continue, to force a rethinking of the basis

for some of the more subjective housing standards which

72
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affect mental hearth and werl being and the'quarity'of the

residentiar environment. These include such areas of con-

cern as dens i ty, land-use , setbac ks , etc , all of which

affect the ability of the environment to respond to change

and support necessary amenities, without unacceptabre public
subs idy.

The basic problem emanates from the contention that if
one attempts to set uniform development standards which move

beyond the issues of primary health and safety, then some

basis ought to exist for doíng so. unfortunatery, in North

Àmerica in particul-ar where zoning exists, standards have

been construed as a means of ensuring social conformity more

than simply pubric hearth and their subsequent abiJ-ity to
respond to change is often sacrificed as a result.

3.5 THE ROLE OF PLA¡INING

The role of planning has not and i's not rikery to remain

stagnant as a result of recent social, economic and techno-

logical changes. Perhaps the most noticeable change of the

recent past came about during the 1960's as a result of con-

current social upheaval. At this time, pranning profession-
als (notably young planners) began to question the relative
merits of their work. Born of this thought process v¡as advo-

cacy planning, neighbourhood planning and a rekindring in

the minds of planners, (and other professionals) of the val-
ues of urban living and of living patterns of the past. Jane
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Great American Cities"
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The Death ÀnC life Of

Planners suddenly found themsel-ves

faced with issues of equity, guality of Iife and social
interaction, (as did early reformers) no longer simply meet-

ing engineering reguirements, as planning had Iargely
become.

What many f ailed to reaì-ize, however, was that social-

upheavals were only beginning to take effect and that new

and more difficult probrems would soon be facing planners

as well as governments, in light of harsh economic times.as

Pressure for change would then emanate not only from pubric

sources, but from private ones as we1I. Planners, at least
in North Àmerica, do not exert tremendous financial, politi-
cal or other pressure, given their limited influence. Con-

trary to Britain, r+here planners and government continued to
take a strong active role in the provision of housing, North

Àmerican planning, in general, has lacked the ability to
significantly direct the future and subsequently plan for
change" This is partly a result of the aforementioned dif-
ferences in national- poricy, legal rights and socio-economic

conditions"

48 Note - many public programs which
growth- oriented 1960's are now in
in the United States) "

seemed possible in the
fuIl retreat (at least
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3 " 5 ST'MMARY

Às has been alluded to, the implications of recent

social, economic and technorogicar change on all facets of

life, not only housing, is enormous. Many of the specific
variabres and issues have thus been identified, along with
some semblance of potential and actual effects relative to
housing and developrnent standards.

The guestion which then shourd resul-t is whether regura-
tory response to said change has kept pace with changing

needs, Vâlues and perceptions and subseguently attempted to
address future planning concerns.4 e

The following chapter will highJ-ight the range of
response to change, from the standpoint of residential
development and development standards. Às wel1, a brief sum-

mary of the range of existing concerns and concern groups

will be presented, in order to put the range of responses in
proper perspective.

Notg: lhu question is also political - ie. should change
be initiated by governments, or shourd we attempt to riãe
out the economic storm by allowing the 'market' todecide. This is a fundamental debate of the 1980's, and
housing is caught in the middle of it. put another way,
should we even attempt to adjust to change?

49



Cha¡rter IV

REACTING TO CH.ANGE: RESIDET{TIA,L ÐE\¡ELOPÞ{ENT AND

DEVELOP&{ENT STÀNDA,RDS TN TRå,NSITIOB{

4"1 INTRODUCTION

Given the aforementioned rate of social, economic and

technol-ogical change change over the last 25 or so years in
canada, the united states and Britain, (though not excl-usive

to these countries) one may reasonably expect an eguatly

significant rate of change in the evolution of housing, spe-

cifically housing standards, to these changes. These are in
response to pressure/concern generated from a number of

sources including: Pranners, housing organizations and agen-

cies, private developers, homebuyers, homeowners and ren-
ters, to name a few. The particular concerns expressed by

each of these different sources have aIso, to some degree,

served to shape the response(s) of government regulators as

perta ining to residentiar development standards. I n some

cases, pârticular responses are based on social change. How-

ever, in most instances pressure to address economic crises
have initiated regulatory and other response involving such

variables as interest rates, inflation and land suppl-ies,

f or exarnpJ-e.

- 76
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This is not to say that economic based action is wrong,

per se. whatever one may have to say regarding the negative

effects of economic crisis on housing, there is a positive
side to such situations; the resul-ting pressures serve to
force a reconsideration of what r¡¡e are getting and what is
being spent to obtain the current level of housing. It arso

can force efficiency, reasonabre compromise and ultimately,
ne\{ approaches to so}ving prob}ems, in order to at least
cope with the situation. However, such pressures ought not

to form the sole basis for decisions re residential develop-
ment and development standards as this is where many of the

current reforms have fallen short from the perspective of
'pranning for change'. By reacting to change, often in an

ad hoc manner, long term social- and economic aoars are often
compromised as a resurt of temporary economic conditions.

4 "2 CT'RRENT CONCERNS ÀND INTERESTS

Às has been previousry mentioned, concern over the state
of residential development standards over the rast 2s or so

years has been expressed by a number of particular groups on

a number of issues, infruenced to a large degree, by the

economic and politicat climates in existence at any particu-
lar time" The political climate imparts a significant degree

of importance, especially in attempting to comprehend the

situation in Britain as:
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The government in Britain performs such a key role in
housing and the setting of standards therein.
The polari,zation of eritish politics (labor-
conservative) is much more pronounced than in canada or

the United States.

Regardress, one may separate the affected groups and their
particular concerns into three distinct divisions.

Fi rstly, there are pubt ic interest concerns involving
planners, government bodies or agencies and in Britain,
housing organizations. secondly, there are private interest
concerns involving developers, insurance companies (as lan-
downers or otherwise) and private home/land owners. Finarly,
there are other public concerns, not necessariry belonging
to either previously mentioned group. such concerns are rep-
resented by potentiar home buyers or renters, groups which

do not have financial interest at risk or official status.
Given the diversity of interests expressed by these vari-

ous groups, what appears surprising is the unanimous agree-
ment among most of those affected, that housing reguration,
as it currently exists, is in need of change. This is an

attitude which has taken time to gain recognition, but the

flood of riterature on the subject since the 1960's evidenc-
es a growing concern not only with current reguration, but
as well with much of the reform generated as response to
these same conditions.
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&.2"1 Public Interest Concerns

Pranners and pubric (housing) agencies in canada, the

united states and Britain, share a number of common concerns

over the state of residential development and development

standards, particurarry rerating to density and access to
hous i ng . Rel-ative to density, problems range from a basic
non-consensus of what level(s) of density are adequate or

idear in order to support a particurar minimum revel of ser-
vices (botn hard and soft) to what densities arlow for opti-
mum fl-exibility in use. The situation has been further com-

pricated, in recent years, by economic pressure to increase

density (especially in urban areas) so as to decrease the

high land/service cost component and thus maximize efficien-
cy. Thi s f actor af f ects pubt ic as wel-L as pr i vate housing to
varying degrees.

rn Britain, the use of high density- high rise has been

overtaken by high density-Iow rise as an appropriate housing

form, while in North Ämerica, the single famiry detached

house is a much more favoured housing form. However, density
is most often regulated by locar government and more often
than not, is approached on an ad hoc basis.

A significant amount of literature has been produced over

recent years attacking the basis upon which density (and

zoning) policy is founded. Regarding North Àmerica, one

author states that:
"there is no articulated uniform policy upon r+hich
density controls are based. Instead there exists
unsupported notions about what people require and
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desire in respect of density. Some of thesenotions are conflicting and, aã a resurt the legalcontrols upon which they are based often accõm-plish inconsistent and contradictory purposes.

The closest notion to a uniform approach is theidea that high density of popuratiõñ is bad per
se. This concept is perhaps the true legacy-of
Raymond Unwin's Garden City idea and has -1eã to
one-di rect i onar mun ic ipal pol ic i es to prevent
Ihigh] density. "so

Another author notes that technological_ advantages and spe-

cific site conditions, to name a few, may throw off any gen-

erarization one may rnake on the subject.s1 The same author
contends that the significance of density as an indicator of
housing quality is itr founded, given, for example the ten-
dency of household to trade off density for l_ocation or
proximity to particuiar services, notabry in urban areas.
This particular phenomenon may be evidenced in
well as in North America.

Rerative to access to housing, concerns of public inter-
est groups have tended to revolve around affordability as

well as quality. The trade off between density and proximi-
ty to services is a diff icult to ignore indication that val_-

ues, and subseguently perceptions about housing, are chang-

ing. Government bodies and agencies which directry provide
housing, and to a degree those who regulate housing, have

attempted to bypass the problerns of reguration by providing
cost incentives (direct or indirect) in the form of write-

Leslie A. Stein,
In Town Planning

Barry Goodchild,

"The ReÌevance Of
To The Human Use

"The Significance

Britain as

Legal Density Controls
Of Space", pp. 1

of Density"

50

51
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downs or l-ow-interest loans in order to alleviate problems

of affordability and access. Àlso, alternate stytes of liv-
ing have sprung up in response to these issues involving
co-op ownership and other invent ive f inanc ing procedures.

However, these housing styres often fa11 victim to obsolete

or non- flexible reguration and development standards which

may defeat the purpose of the innovation. This is especially
the case in approaching the adaptation of existing struc-
tures, where more often than not they must conform to 'nehr

construction' standards; often a physical and economic hard-

ship as well as one which may serve to destroy the integrity
of the building, from a design standpoint.

4"2"2 Private Interest Concerns

Concerns of private interesLs involve a number of differ-
ent groups, notably business (including developers, finan-
ciers, etc. ) and existing homeowners. For the most part,
concerns of business interests are economically based. They

are derived from pressure to maintain reasonabre margins of

profit, and where individual dwerling ovrners are concerned,

to maintain existing revels of service and general status re

land value. This is not to be construed as resulting in a

purely economic response in approaching housing and housing

regulation. Business is and must remain cognizant of the

needs, desires and perceptions of consumers if it is to sur-
vive. Thus, social change has had significant impact on how

housing is designed, built and most noticeably, rrärketed.
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This can be evidenced by the growing move toward 'target'
marketing strategies based on lifestyJ-e, location, image,

etc, rather than simple supply and demand (See Figure 6).
However, it should be noted that business is responsible for
propagating the demand for exaggerated tiving styles, often
well beyond what the 'standard' reguíres" Though inevitable
in any consumer oriented society, long term problerns of

maintenance and mortgage are now beginning to emerge, given

current economic uncertainty.
The concerns of private homeowners , unlike those of

business interests, often work against the need to adapt to
changing conditions. This may be a result of this particu-
l-ar group's (of ten unrealistic ) expectations that:
ø Costs for maintaining existing conditions must not rise.
ø Levels of service should not decrease.

ø Density should not increase.
ø Neighbourhood integrity must remain intact.
Thus the base exists for the proliferation of what has

become known as 'exclusionary zoning' (ttre use of high or

restrictive minirnum standards such as minimum l-ot size and

minimum lot areas in order to retain or ensure future exclu-
sivity) in North Americai an issue which has received much

attention and caused rnuch debate among planners and regula-
tors in the recent past.

As has been indicated, business response to social and

technological change ought not to be underestimated given
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the potential marketing (and cost saving) potential- which

may otherwise go untapped. However, in responding to econom-

ic or politicar pressures, business attitudes are rikery to
turn defensive. In deating with residential development

standards specifically, it appears obvious that recent eco-

nomic changes have largely affected the cost of business and

i.ncreased the risks of development significantly. Therefore,
being burdened with increasing devel-opment costs as a result
of regurat ion ( in terms of monetary and deJ-ay costs ) i s of
increasing concern to developers, as a significant amount of

literature on the subject indicates.
Government invol-vement in housing development, though not

as extensive in North America as in Britain, can and does

serve to influence the process by r+hich development takes

prace. Locar governments may make decisions regarding land

use, density and services but given the magnitude of housing

subsidies, higher revers of government are exerting their
own pressure on regulation via the controL of grant and loan

money, mortgage guarantees, land banking and the construc-
tion of major pubtic works ("g highway networks)i all of
which may provide incentives or disincentive to forlowing
the existing set of rules. This serves further to influence
the nature of private development and to some degree, the

effectiveness of the development controls in place.

rn many cases it is not the rigidity or restrictiveness
of development reguration which cause the most problemt it
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is the uncertainty invorved in obtaining either variances or

development permits (depending on the system of reguration)
which is voiced as being of greatest concern to private
developers. This is especially prevarent in North Àmerica

v¡here limited planning scope often provides rittle basis for
predictability. Thus, private interest concerns may be seen

as an eternaf conftict among a number of groups striving for
control-. Às a result, many of the changes demanded and

changes opposed are not always in the public interest.

4"2"3 PubIic Concerns

In moving down the list of concerned groups, the public
(those who are not property owners) as consumers of housing

represent yet another set of concerns as relating to housing

standards. Their concerns refrect issues of both afford-
abirity and the provision of amenities. Affordabirity has

been and is likely to remain a primary concern of anyone

concerned with buying or to a fesser degree renting a dwelr-
ing. The role which development standards play in this
sense, is significant (especially in times of economic

restraint) given their role in determining the costs and to
some degree, the design of residential districts. Granted

there are other factors which serve to determine the shape

of housing, however, in most cases some form of regulation
ultimately wirl determine allowabre density, building bulk,
reguired services and even finishes in some cases, to name a

f ew "
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The other concern of consumers is the provision of. rerat-
ed housing amenities ranging from stores to daycare faciri-
ties. our changing social, economic and technological- envi-
ronment has altered not only the need for specific services,
but al-so the means avairable to access them. one may proceed

to ask whether or not there ought to be some standard set in
this area, ês a basis for the determination of density, etc.
If such is the case, determining said need and projecting
the change over time would create an immense charlenge to
pranners though it coulo, in turn, provide an objective
basis for planning decision making. s 2

Though not an organized 'force', this group indirectr-y
wields tremendous power in its own right, representing, in

essence, the emerging market for the future. In this sense,

specific concern groups have been abre to achieve some

degree of recognition when banding together as a common con-

cern, be it for code reform, zoning changes, etc.

4.3 REGT'LATORY A¡ID DEVELOP¡IENT RESPONSE

Regulatory agenc ies, loca1 governments, housing code

administrators, developers and consumers have responded to
sccial, economic, technotogical and poriticar change in a

number of r.rays and with varying degrees of sincerity. Each

response is however, highly dependent on a number of vari-
ables, including:

s2 Note The grit
New Communities"
basis upon which

ish government
stands as an

such standards

publication "The Needs of
excellent example of the
may be derived.
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Current economic conditions and
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subsequent

f inanc iaI
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policy.

resourc es

Current state of physical resources

infrastructure, etc ) .

(housing stock,

Historical developrnent and evolution of standards.

LeveIs of pressure exerted by growth/no-growth.

Current l-and-use and ownership patterns.

Àvailable land resources and cost structure.
e Perceived changes in taste and Iiving habits.
rn this sense, it is important to note that the particurar
merits of any perceived soLution to housing problems must be

assessed relative to the particul-ar set of circumstances in
exi.stence. what works in New York may not work in Houston

and what works in Vancouver may not v¡ork in Winnipeg.

À number of recent approaches to change within the rearm

of housing follow, not necessarily in order of importance or

appearance. Though some may continue to be in effect today

others have been abandoned, revised, etc. Outlined within
each section will be comment regarding the scope of the

responser ârì explanation of the process or method of opera-

tion as well as commentary on the social and economic

impacts relative to desired results. The range of responses

i nc ludes :

Devel-opment Morator ia

Development Control

Performance Standards (oesign)

1.

2.

3.
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¿L

tr

6.

7.

B.

o

10.

11.

Performance Standards (Cost Maxima)

Streaml in i.ng Requi rements

Reducing Standards

Fl-exibility Indices

Densi f ication Policies
Resubdi vi s ion/Red i st r i but i on

ModeJ./nemonstrat ion Pro ject s

Zoning Modif ications

4,3.1 Development Moratoria

Development moratoria represent a regulatory response to

changing conditions which often appears in a situation where

development is perceived as proceeding out of control-. Basi-

caIly freezing development for an unspecified period of

tirne, this response represents a temporary approach to
addressing problems of change, allowing the part icular
municipality, etc, time to regroup and reconsider what its
direction ought to be. The range of methods employed to halt
(ttrereby controlling) development employed in the United

States include sewer moratoria, building perrnit ceilings or

development timing ordinances, to name a few.s3

Obvious problems with taking such an approach to develop-

ment control include the potential misdirection of such pot-
icies; using them as a basis for legitimizing exclusionary

zoning. The basis for determining such controls provide the

potential for such problems to occur, especially if they

s 3 Ànne McGowan,
Housing: A Par

"Government Regulation and the Cost
tially Annotated Bibliography"

of
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originate at the local leveI, âs many do. In this coR-

text, often: "'the public interest' usually means merely the

interests of the residents who located in the community

first. It does not take into account potential residents or

regional considerations. 54 "

In this sense, the potential for problems and abuse are

immense. From the perspective of the consumer or supplier of

housing, such practices can lead only to increased costs for
development; a resul-t of both time delays and land shortag-

es. However, such controls used on a long term basis are

equally damaging from a planning perspective as they are

seen as doing little to improve the quality of development,

on11' making it more expensive, however indirectly. u s

4.3.2 Development Control

Development control as a regulatory response is not to be

confused with development control as a national policy, as

is the case in Britain and many European countries. Develop-

ment control works in Britain as a result of significant
professional- involvement within the approval system as welI

as restricted private land ov¡nership rights. Applying such a

system within the North American rea1m, pârticularly in the

United States has created serious difficulties in applica-
tion, ranging from uncertainty and inconsistency to corrup-

tion and delay.

54 Arthur P. Solomon
mental Controls on

r bid

, "The Effect of Land Use and Environ-
Housing: A Reviêw", pp. 28

55
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However, what appears most di.sturbing about this shift
toward what should be more appropriately called 'discretion-
ary zoning' is the often misdirected basis for doing so; as

a rneans of bypassing an inefficient zoning system" Such was

the case in New York when the New York State Urban Develop-

ment Corporation \,¡as designed, with the option to ignore

Iocal zoning codes. On this matter, one author states:

"This is not the path to sound zoning reform. It
is a path toward splitting a zoning ordinance into
a variety of issues that a community must resol-ve
by doing right, oû pain of reversal by special-
interest wise men from outside the community."se

This is not to say that the concept is inherently a bad

one. However, the basis for iLs determination and applica-
tion ought to be to improve the overall quality of devetop-

ment rather than mereJ-y to simpl i f y devel-opment , given that
the latter is not 1ikely to result. Development control
requires a significant degree of planning sophistication
coupled with long term goals, in order to succeed. The rules

in this instance are not predeLermined, and some basis is
thus required for responsible decision making. In this
sense, the CiLy of Vancouver, though plagued by many of the

above mentioned problems, comes closer to achieving positive
results from a planning perspective than many other cities
employing such a process. However, the greatest battle has

been alleviating tension between private developers (proper-

ty owners) and getting them to work with, rather than

s6 Àmerican Society
Obstacle", pp. 17

of Planning Officials, "Zoning As Àn
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against the system"

4"3"3 Performance Standards (Desian)

The use of performance standards as a means of achieving

both fl-exibre response and improved quality of development

are becoming increasingly attractive to governments/

municiparities as a means of dealing with rapidly outdated

and obsorete standards. This is noL to be confused with
impact zoning which is to be discussed rater in this same

sect ion, or bui Iding performance standards ( for spec i f ic
components) which do not form part of this study. Essen-

tia1Iy, such standards represent a compromise between strict
zoning and total- development control; however, one potential
probrem with the use of performance standards is the setting
of the standard itself and the basis for the l-eve1 desired.
The basis may be pubric health, it may be user satisfaction
or it may just as easily be the maintenance of a minimum

level of service or appearance. Given the range of possibir-
ities, there is potential for abuse if the system is used to
restrict certain development by setting standards unrearis-
tically high. Setting standards too low, on the other hand,

may bring in or encourage undesirabre development. The legal
imprications, especiarry in North Àmerica must also be con-

s idered.

The use of 'design controls' as supplements to existing
zoning ordinances, often the approach taken, is not likely
to achieve much more than compounding problems for all
involved, from regulators to consumers unless:
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There are J-ong term goals in place 
"

The performance standard replaces the existing zoning

ord i nance .

1n another sense, performance standards nay be associated

with a need for flexibility on a broader IeveI. Such was the

case v¡ith CMHC in Canada during the 1970's in the dispute

over the composition of site planning standards for residen-

tial environments.

"The dispute was over whether a further increase
in flexibilLty in the application of standards
would result in a loss of control over housing
quaIity...Flexibility vras seen by many as the loss
of both the power to refuse projects of poor or
marginal quality and the influence to push the
housing industry into producing a better prod-
uct.. .The application of performance standards is
not st ra i ght f orward. I t requi res knowl-edgeable
staff capable of evaluating individual projects
and capable of taking the responsibility of judg-
ing whether the performance standards have been
met . " 5 7

The publication Site Planninq Criteria which replaced the

Site Planninq Handbook in 1977, rêsponded to these concerns:

"NevI standards for spaces around the dwelling were
set, based on a shift away from the specification
of physical sizes and locations toward the
requirement that spaces be able to accommodate
identified activities or uses. "sB

As well, the use of 'tradeoffs' in the provision of

facilities was attempted, in order to encourage good quality
while meeting increasing cost constraints, an increasingly

critical issue.

57 John Archer,"À History of Housing Standards", pp. 14

Ibid, pp. 1458
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The recent CMHC publication Internal Spaces of the Dwell--

inq provides an example of the evolving sophistication in

governments' approach to the description and interpretation
of housing standards, wherein the standard is based on use

and activity rather than a minimum space requirement. Such

response is by no means new given that Britain had reached

similar concl-usions long before. The 1961 publication Homes

for Todav and Tomorrow notes in paragraph 1 51 :

"We believe that it is advantageous for standards
of floor space to be expressed as sizes for the
v¡hole house or f lat, thus givi.ng the necessary
flexibility to the designer while ensuring essen-
tial minimum levels of space for families of dif-
ferent sizes."ss

In this sense, complications may arise in the administra-

tion of such a system, given the judgement level- required by

administrators at the loca1 1eve1. In dealing with changing

conditions, this form of standard is only as flexible as

those who enforce it, depending on smooth operation at all
levels. Às we11, setting perforrnance standards themselves is
not an easy task, given the difficulty in determining what

the minimum requirement ought to be and who is subsequently

best able to determine what that level should be. The idea

works well in theory but becomes much more difficult in

prac t ice .

Ministry
Today and

of Housing and Local
Tomorrovr", pp. 33

59 Government, "Homes for
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4"3"4 PerformaDqe Standards (Cost Maxima)

The use of cost maxima as providing the basis for per-
formance standards is an experience shared by publ,ic housing

authorities in Britain, canada and the united states, often
to the dismay of those responsibre for bringing such housing

on stream. rn North America, the basis for control is a max-

imum insured value which the designated national housing

authority (cuHc in canada) wirÌ ar1ow, effectively limiting
costs. Thus, in this sense, ârì economic ceiling is set with
virtually unrimited discretion given to the 1ocal authority
in most cases.

rn Britain, the abolition of the parker Morris standards

and the Housing Yardsticks in 1981 left a similar system in

pJ-ace for all locaI authority housing.

"The new system is based on total scheme costs for
acquisition, works and fees. Àpprovals are only
given where total costs do not exceed a cash limit
and where they bear a fixed relationship to the
residual market val-ue (cost/vaIue ratioJ. Local
authorities are now expected to produce their own
design brief and standards, provided, of course,
that the resulting project costs are accepta-
bl-e. tt6 o

However, in Britain, uni form design standards have been

largely eliminated, the task of determining them becoming

another factor of Lhe cost maximum equation. one difficurty
with the system in Britain (and to a degree in North America

) in the public realm is that the maxima often prevent the

tackling of difficult projects, as both renovation and new

6o David Levitt, "Housing Standards: Space Standards Are Not
Enough", pp. 82
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tendency to go above average in

From the perspective of private development, cost maxima

have always existed as market conditions and subseguent

development costs dictate maximum all-owable costs. If the

resulting costs are too high, development will then not pro-

ceed. unfortunately, however, cost maxima react to economic

change but are rarely responsive to soc ia1 change or
(social) need. From a planning perspective, though, they are

perceived as an often necessary evil and one which must be

dealt with as best as possible.

4"3.5 SÈreamlininq Requirements

As response to various pressures at the loca1 1evel, many

municipalities in North Àmerica have taken the initiative to
attempt a 'streamrining' or simplifying of their development

regulation systems. However, a significant amount of the

pressure for reform is often generated internarly" on this
point one author lists the following potential- motives for
regulatory simplif ication :

ø

@

@

@

To contain rising administrative cost

To control one of the factors that
the price of new housing"

To save time for public officials"
To encourage the kind of development
munity wants.

ê

I nc rea se

the com-

To establish better working relationships
between appl icants and revievrers.

To structure citizen participaÈion.
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@ To make the regulatory system more accounta-
ble.

ø To assure fairness and due procedure.6l

These are, of course in addition to concerns over time and

cost delays as expressed by developers and concerns of lim-

ited flexibility and consistency as expressed by planners.

In many places, the situation has ultimately reached a state

wherein it has spawned a "nei,¡ breed of consuLtant whose ser-

vices extend far beyond traditional engineering or architec-

tural design to include guiding the homebuilder through the

regulatory labyrinth. 6 2"

IncLuded among methods of streamlining reguJ-ations are

the changing of development cost formulae and the simplifi-

cation of Iegal requirements. However, many municipalities,

faced with the prospect of losing development, have gone

this route and much further, in attempting to streamline

regulations. A recent example exists in British Columbia

wherein the province has:

Stripped planning powers from regional dis-
tricts to remove one level of government from
the development process.

Changed the formula for development cost
charges to allow developers to pay only one-
third (instead of the entire amount) up front
and phase in the remainder of the charges over
two years 

"

61

62

John Vranicar, Welford
Iining Land Use Regulat
ments", pp. 3

Ibid, pp. 5

Sanders and David Mosena, "Stream-
ion: A Guidebook for Local Govern-
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Streamlined the requirements for prospectus
prior to the sale of subdivided land, includ-
ing the removal of prospectus reguirements if
subdi vided land i s sold f rom one deveJ-oper to
another "

Eased the land title process
access to the Land Titles Of
even a provincial suggestion
computer access to Land Title

Closed down provincial
es and sold off Crown
to the private sector.

Removed rent controls.
Warned municipalities
ment of f icers" could
crats are responsible
ment delays. 6 3

to all-ow quicker
f ice. There i s
to alLow private
files.

land developrnent of f ic-
Land zcned residential

that "community develop-
be appointed if bureau-
for unnecessary develop-

Thus the

apparent ,

attract development provides

author states the case in the

potential for problems with this approach become

if, as often is the case, the sole desire to
the basis for reform. One

following manner, keeping in

regulators in approachingmind the responsibilities of

reform:

"First and most important, pursuing administrative
efficiency cannot be allowed to compromise the
valid public purpose for which regulations were
adopted. Efficiency must not be achieved at the
expense of effectiveness, fairness, and procedural
due process."64

63 John Fennell, "Àction Needed On Regu1ations", pp. 41

64 John vranicar, welford sanders and David Mosena, "stream-
lining Land use Regutation: A Guidebook For Local Govern-
ments'r, pp. 5
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4.3,6 Reducinq Standards

The actual reduction of development standards is a phe-

nomenon which most often appears alongside weak economic

conditions or inflationary circumstances. It is perhaps the

most direct response which can be made to changing condi-

tj.ons and may subseguently appear as official reductions of

standards/requirements, to simply cutting back on the part

of the individual homebuyer or developer, in terms of design

extras or actual expenditure.

Àctual- reductions of development standards have not been

as significant in North Àmerica as in Britain, partially a

result of the higher Level- of government involvement in
Britain and the stringent control exerted over time on space

standards coupled with variation in the financial resources

available for housing in the different countries. In Brit-
ain, space standards have fluctuated significantly over time

and are especially vul-nerable to shifts in government ideol-
ogy or policy, though standards since the turn of the (twen-

tieth) century have increased overall (See Figure 7). In

Canada, and the United States, similar changes have occurred

in the sizes of building lots, âs one example. the emergence

of 'zero- lot line' housing as an al-ternative to the

increasingly expensive single family detached dwelling came

about at the municipal 1evel,

from developers.

often the result of pressure
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the Ontario Ministry of Hous-

achi eve s i gn i f icant savi ngs

on residential development.

The study indicates:

"Of the total savings identified approximately 7S%
can be attributed to permitting reduced lot sizes
- down to 30ft. x 80ft. for a single detached
dwelling in the major metropolitan areas, and to
30ft. x 100ft. elsewhere, together with comparabl-e
reduct ions in lots for other house types. " 6 s

other reductions in standards may include reducing the

required quarity of construction, though this option has not

achieved a signif icant l-evel of acceptance given the poten-

tial for compromising health and safety, âs well as the slor+

rate of change within the construction industry.
However, the bulk of reduced standards as evidenced in

North Àmerica are the resurt of cutbacks on the part of

individual homebuyers and to a degree, deveropers. smaller
1ots, smaller houses, lesser guality construction, purchase

of more existing housing and moves to increasingry distant
areas where costs, taxes and codes may be less restrictive
represent some of the more common reactions. others have

accepted lesser quarity or a more crowded environment in

return for location and/or proximity to amenities, though

many do not have the flexibility required to make such

tradeoffs ("9. large families, etc ) . This option, however

is becoming increasingly less lucrative given the rapid

6s Ontario Ministry of Housing,
dards: A Demonstration of the
Costs", pp.ii

"Urban Development Stan-
Potential for Reducing
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within most major

Thus, the reduct ion of standards represents an economi.c

response to changing conditions. Perhaps the best thing
about such a response is its being a reflection of individu-
al circumstances and changing needs, values and aspirations.
However, the fact that much of the reduction in standards is
economic in nature rnay place severe limitations on the abil-
ity to adapt to future change, given that the lifespan of

housing is usually longer than many particurar economic

crises and that ress/poorer guarity housing is simpry that;
not necessarily representative of a more appropriate
response.

Notwithstanding, the real problem facing planners in

dearing with reduced standards is the dilemma that often it
is those who can least afford the higher standards (in the

form of services, amenities, space, etc ) who most require
them. The solution to this problem is more 1ikeJ.y to be

found in the sharing of services, a tradition which is not

uncommon to Britain, but one which has never been appearing

in more affluent North Àmerica.

4.3"7 Flexibilitv Indices

The use of flexibility indices as a basis for the appli-
cation of standards has occurred in the recent past primari-
ly on an experimental basis, often appearing as a form of

performance standard. Às has been previously mentioned, the
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Parker Morris Standards, established in Britain during the

earLy 1960's foresaw the need to respond to changing social

and ëconomic conditions r+ith flexible design and responsive

design standards" During this time, a significant amount of

experimental work had been undertaken in the area of indus-

trialized housing" The Àrchigram Group in Britain, N.J. Hab-

raken in Holland and Moshe Safdie in Canada represented just

a few of the innovators in the design of industrialized
hous i ng .

The fusion of mass production with flexible design was

brought about in Britain in 1967 through the development of

PSSHAK (erimary System Support Housing and Assembly Kits-See

Figure B). Though hailed as a highly innovative system, the

PSSHÀK v¡as short Iived in Britain,
variables including:

a result of a number of

ø Arguments that the standardization of components was not

only too rigid, but ultimately too expensive in the J-ong

term, relative to traditional housing.

ø Àn increasing concern with environmental issues, public

participation and the adaptation of 'existing' housing

to meet changing conditions"

The Byker WaII, designed with the participation of Ralph

Erskine, represented a culmination of environmental, partic-

ipatory and flexibility concerns as it integrated existing

housing within a neh"wall'which was to not only house peo-

p1e, but to shield the deveJ-opment from cold winds and noise
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f rom a proposed expressr,iay. Though not as readily adaptable

as one may have hoped for, the project itself represents a

unique approach to the concerns of the day, maintaining a

high quality environment and sense of unigueness to the pres

(See Figure 9).

On another front, the Cambridge Center for Land Use and

Built Form Studies, during the 1970's became prominent in

nritain. It took an essentialJ.y mathematical approach to
housing and density, the resulting work openJ-y praised for
its honesty:

"...their advocacy for setting down facts, 'before
rushing into producing exciting physical answers
to ncn-existent problems', stood to alter the
nature of housing architecture; to prevent the
kind of intellectual- pleasure that is derived
from a clever arrangement of inadequate spacet.rr66

Though a primary concern of the group had been the solution
of present problems, the Cambridge group was concerned to a

large degree with adaptation to future need in their quest

for optimum standards.

"The framework that had been derived out of the
work of LUBFS at Carnbridge appeared to answer
long-term objectives of adaptation and change
v¡ithout any disruption of the original intent. Àt
what stage that adaptation or change may occur
will depend to a large measure on how successfully
the present housing accommodates it. The simptic-
ity of the house plans...wou1d seem to answer the
need for an amply-dimensioned shel1 that permits
renovation and adaptation to change. "67

E.R" Scoffham, "The Shape of British

Ibid, pp. 209

Þb

67

Housing", pp.200-201
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One ccncern which planners have expressed in the provi-
sion of increased flexibility regards the emphasis, particu-
1ar1y with the British experience, oo physical conditions

and physical change.

that:

On this subject, one author states

"While flexibility and adaptability have been
prime motives in the planning framework they have
been translated at the l-evel- of phys ical provi -
sion, not as part of a developing social system
a pattern that wiIl continue to develop while the
physical framework remains the same. " 6 I

Though contrary to the aims of the Parker Morris standards,

this response is not entirely surprising given the realities
of translating policy to physical quantities.

4.3.8 Densification PoIicLes

Densification policies represent a regulatory response to

both social and economic pressures, especially as evidenced

in large cities. Whereas moratoria are put in place to con-

trol development by halting it entirely, densification poli-
cies are put in place to control development by encouraging

it. From a planning perspective a recognition of the need

for increased densities is a positive step, given ever

increasing support service demands. A shortage of land in
central sections of many large cities coupled with an

increased demand for downtown housing may have forced much

of the action toward densification. However, in reality, it
is often pressure from developers whose costs are requiring
higher densities in order to break even, that may be chang-

68 rbid¡ pp.209-210
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ing the rnind of local legislators. The impaci on the commu-

nity is often not considered in this situation.
In Britain, the issue of density has been one of concern

for a very long time, the debate not being whether or not to
densify but in what manner to do it (ie" high rise vs low

rise). In North Àmerica, there has been l-ess pressure until
more recently to consider such problems, given existing
urbanization policies and more abundant land supplies. The

degree of sophistication evidenced by the use of density in

Britain highlights this longstanding concern with the issue.

Thus, it appears as no surprise that the City of Vancou-

ver, for exampJ.e, has recently adopted a policy of densifi-
cation. the intents and long-term effects of this policy,
however, are somewhat unclear given the type of development

currently being approved. A recent article states that:
"Vancouver, which has the same basic land area as
Toronto, houses 75% less people. Recently the City
approved the first waterfront high-rise towers on
the B.C" Place site at False Creek Lo accommodate
'1 50 luxury condominiums."6e

Regardless, densification schemes provide strong evidence

Lhat current policies in the area of density control- must

adapt in order to to meet changing conditions as they

emerge.

6s John Fennell, "Àction Needed on Regulations", pp. 41
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4"3.9 nesubdivision./aedistribution

The recent emergence of resubdivi.sion and subsequent

redistribution of housing types is representative of the

growing problem of accommodating changing social and econom-

ic conditions as relating to existing housing and communi-

ties. This is accomplished in a number of ways including

the use of accessory buitdings, the subdivision of existing
dwellings and the resubdivision/amalgamation of Lots and/or

drvellings (See Figure 10).

Perhaps the most publicized approach in this respect is
the spreading use of accessory buildings as seniors housing,

often termed 'granny flats' or 'granny annexes'. Common to

Britain and more recently introduced in the united states
and Canada, such units are often completely mobile and may

be moved where and when needed. The primary logistics prob-

lern associated with the introduction of such structures into
North Àmerican communities has been in obtaining the co-

operation of loca1 zoning officials. From a planning per-

spective there has been mixed reaction to this particular
form of housing; to some degree it solves a basic need prob-

Iem, but many view the temporary structures as evoking sec-

ond class treatment of the elderly. Other use of secondary

structures may include conversion of accessory garages

behind existing buildings into dwellings. In some cases the

structures rnay be attached while in other cases the two may

be intentionally separated.
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Ànother common response to change within existing neighb-

ourhoods is the (often iIJ-egal ) subdivision of singre-family
dwerrings. The obvious benefits in performing such a conver-

sion are numerous, ês in many cases, the owner may be order,
may not require the entire house, or the o!¡ner may be alone

and not able to physicall-y maintain the entire dwerring (a

result of fixed incomes). Àgain, zoning and to some degree

buirding code requirements provide the greatest barrier to
furthering (or tegalizing) this form of redeveropment, giv-

ø The tendency for municipalities to treat such structures
as 'apartments' , therefore requi ring often excessive

amounts of upgrading in order to meet local f íre/
bui lding regulat ions.

ø The tendency for neighbourhoods which are predorninantry

composed of single family dv¡ellings to want to retain
that status, thus f orming l-ocal opposition if and when

variance is requested.

one recent articre notes an unusual- provision in a particu-
lar ]ocal zoning ordinance. rt arl-ows a house which is over

25 years old to be divided into a two-f amiì_y drvelLing. T o

The articre notes that within the same community, a study

group found that a significant percentage of houses over 2s

years old essentially have two famiries living in them

already.

7 o Mi tdred F. Schmertz , "Housing
Changing Family Needs", pp" 104

Ànd Comrnun i ty Des i gn For
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changing soc io-economic condi-

t ions in recent years has been the resubdi visíon/
amalgamation of existing lots and dwellings, be it to add

another dwelling within or to consolidate an entire block to
form a large green space. This, of course,. would require

varying degrees of co-operation, both among private land

olrners and local zoning of f icers. Perhaps what is most

promising about such an approach, from a pJ-anning perspec-

tive is that the scale and coherency of the existing neighb-

ourhood may then remain intact while increased densities
provide a stronger support base for l-ocaI amenities, etc.

Vihile resubdivision within existing communities may

appear to be a positive response to changing conditions, all
too often consolidation of lots is accomplished not with the

intention of infil-1ing, but v¡ith the intention of demolition

and resale of the larger package for higher density develop-

ment" Perhaps more prevalent in very large cities where land

prices (and values) are continually escalating, it is ironic
that the often criticized local zoning ordinance provides

the primary measure of. control in such cases.

4.3.10 ModeL/Demonstration Proiects

The utilization of model or demonstration projects to

promote innovation, whether initiated by government or non-

profit organízations, is not by any means a new concept.

This particular approach formed the earliest British and

North American responses to the need for uniform housing
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standards. Distinct from the Àmerican 'model- codes' which

describe the varicus buiJ-ding codes in force across the

country, the use of demonstration projects has been useful
in promoting innovation and bringing new ideas to the fore-
f ront "

one example of a recent project in the united states
dealt with what were perceived as excessive building stan-
dards.

"In Aurora, I11., west of Chicago the Greater Chi-
cagoJ-and Housing Foundation, a not-for-profit
group that seeks to foster innovations, in hous-
ing, persuaded city officials to alLow the con-
struction of an inexpensive prototype home v¡ith
features that normalJ-y woul_d have violated the
bui lding code. " 7 1

Yet another example of a moder project is the experimental

use of 'granny flats' in the Province of ontario. In this
situation, the Ministry of Housing in co-operation with
municipal officials, is currentry promoting the use of this
housing form. The provinciar government developed the model

unit and arranged for the implementation of the project into
various communities. Response to date from the project has

been positive.

4.3.'11 Zoninq Modifications

There have been a tremendous number of modifications made

to supprement existing zoning patterns in North Àmerica,

particularly in the united states as reguratory responses to
change. Though much of the recent response has been aimed at

71 Newsweek (April 8,
pp. 53-54

'1985), "when À House Can't Be Home",
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al and downtown development, the net

been the result of increasing develop-

concern within the spectrum of housing.

basic approaches have been taken, one

are made to redirect development and

tive incentives are offered with the

buffer zone Ís essen-

disincentive approach to zoning reform

Conditional Use Zoning:
wherein deveLopment is permitted subject to prior
review and approval-.

Transition Zoning:
wherein property within a

tially downzoned.

Holding Zoning:
wherein fringe property may be placed in a tempo-

rary holding zone such as agricultural, etc, until
such time as appropriate proposals for development

are presented.

Otherss including provisions which are primarily intended

to force developers to live up to their obliga-
tions, including phased and contract zoning.

These types of zoning modifications may apply to all
forms of development, though from a planning perspective,

the approach is often viewed as being counter-productive to
co-operative development" What is looked upon more favoura-

b1y are positive incentives which reward good behavior rath-
er than punish bad. Such an approach is exemplified by:
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IncenÈive Zoning:
wherein developers are given incentives ("g. high-
er density) if they meet other reguirements for
additional services, amenities, etc.

Potential Zones:
wherein certain types of development are given

spec ial considerat ion for rezoning, being desi ra-
ble to the community at the time.

Overlay Zoning:
which places a particular piece of property within
two zones, thus encouraging mixed-use development,

etc.

Transfer of Ðevelopment Rights:
though used primarily in downtown and historical
districts, this system aIl-ows the development

potential of an existing property to be trans-
ferred to another.

Planned Unit Development:
essentially is a form of performance zoning v¡here-

in a plan of subdivision is submitted, effectively
allowing the developer freedom over land use mix-

ture, setbacks, open space, etc, within give per-

formance guidelines. The ordinances which control
this form of development however, are often much

more complex than those which they replaced.

The potential of zoning reforms to consider long term

planning issues have only recently come into being. rmpact

zoning which bases land use on the capacity of services was

observed by one Àmerican author in 1977 as being in its
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infancy. However, the potential for furthering this concept

in order to provide an objective basis for forming develop-

ment standards will be explored in the following chapter.

4"4 h{EETING THE CHALLENGES OF CHÀNGE

From a planning perspective, what is perhaps most encour-

aging about recent response to change, frcm aJ-1 sectors,

the expanded conception of what constitutes'guality'

1S

tn

housing. There has been a noticeable trend toward including

the total environment, in the form of servicesf amenities,

location, density, âs well as the amount and quality of

space in and around Lhe home, âs contributing to total hous-

ing gual-ity. Such a change is to a large degree, a result of

dramatically improved standards of housing since the turn of

the century, in both gritain and North Àmerica, compounded

by the tremendous social, economic and technological changes

which have occurred simultaneously.

However, recent responses have not taken al1 of these

changes into consideration. The bulk of reform has been gen-

erated in response to economic pressure or crisis" In much

the same manner as the rash of urban sprawl since the second

world war has not considered future implications, much of

the current regulatory reform and other response, in the

area of residential development has not considered these

same implications, in terms of changing needs, pr€ferences

and equally importantly, financial resources" Unfortunate-
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ly, many of these current crises may have been addressed

without proper forethought and past mistakes are likely to

repeat themselves unless action is taken to prevent (or at

least anticipate) their recurrence.

Much of the problem with regulatory reform appears to be

based in the particuÌar approaches which are taken in formu-

Iating responses to changing conditions. This is especially
i.mportant when dealing with public regulatory controls upon

which the supposed comrnunity interest is entrusÈed. In this
sense, controls ought to reflect this situation, providing

comprehensive rather than ad hoc responses to change. There

should be some solid basis for making change beyond mere

coping. One author states the case in this wây, relative to

thi s concern:

"What is needed is l-ess emphasis on standards(which relate to methods) and more emphasis on
policies (r+hich relate to objectives). À cfear
statement of the principles on which the exercise
of control is based and the objectives which it is
intended to serve, can be just as effective in
eliminating discriminatory practices (and provides
a sounder basis for judicial review) but at the
same time can afford much greater scope for initi-
ative and allow control to adapt more readily to
the needs of changing circumstances and the
unpredictable. In this view the system of control
ceases to be a static set of standards related to
a fixed patLern of land use and becomes a process
progressively developing as the unknown factors
which shape a community's growth reveal- them-
selves. Standards remain an irnportant part of such
a system, but they are governed by stated poli-
cies, and are used as guides rather than abso-
lutes."72

John Delafons,
pp" 109-110

72 "Land-Use Controls in the United States",
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Approached in this fashion, changes to residential (or oth-
er) development standards may then be attempted without

fear, apprehension and uncertainty, as is often the case.

It appears from many of the aforementioned regulatory
responses, that both design and financial components of

development and development standards often follow a similar
path, in responding to change. In this sense, part of the

problem associated with pJ-anning for change may be due to
this separation. The lack of long term goats for standards,

a probì-em in many jurisdictions, may be at the root of the

current problem given that under these circumstances, regu-

latory, design and financial considerations often work inde-
pendently toward different, rather than common goaIs. Regu-

lations then ought to be able to encourage maximum design

quality and economic efficiency if on track with these other
considerations.

4,5 SttlrntfARY

The range of regulatory and development solutions to
recent social, economic and technological change as welI as

fluctuating political conditions are as diverse as the range

of interests involved and the various investments each has

(or has not) at stake. The only agreement among private,
pubric and consumer interests is that development regulation
is in need of reforrn" Examination of a variety of regulatory
and resulting development responses, hightights a number of
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change. Theseconcerns from a perspective of

i nc lude :

ø An absence' of defined goals

planning for

for development, in many

cases.

Àn inability to come to consensus on defining what is
meant by the term 'minimum' and how it should be

appl i ed .

Standards often not being geared to producing quaJ-ity,

efficient housing, simply perpetuating an existing
(obsolete) set of values or conditions

The intent of regulatory reform not

given that misapplication or oversight

c ipated results.

. rroura be i ng met ,

may bring unanti-

A number of approaches to achieving positive response

form the bulk of the fo1J-owing chapter, Ào in depth look at

the value of standards and their intents is also included in
order to place the recommendations in perspective.



Chapter V

RESIDENTIAL DE\¡ELOPMENT, DETú-ELOPffiNT STANDARDS

AND THE FTITTJRE ¡ PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR

CHANGE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In examining a range of regulatory response to changing

conditions, it becomes clear that the end result of many

such reforms often differed significantly from the expecta-

tion(s) of their advocates. Whether as a result of uncon-

troll-able c i rcumstances or lmpr ope r administratíon/
application. The responsiveness of housing to social,
economic , technol-ogical and pol i t icaJ- change as a result of

regulatory reform appears, for the most part, te be unable

to keep pace with present concerns let alone those of the

future. This concern results from the rate of change,

coupled with uncertain resources with which to address it.
There may be a number of reasons for this occurrence, how-

ever one obvious problem rests in often unclear and/or mis-

directed intentions which provide the basis for regulatory
reform. In many cases the reform is a result of current
pressure I often generated by groups which are unaffected by

the future outcome of current action (.g. Housebuilders con-

cern ends with the sale of a

period) 
"

house or end of

114

a vrarranty
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The question again arises as to whether we can or should,

in certain circumstances indeed 'plan' for change or at
least allow for greater responsiveness to change¡ especiaJ-1y

given our uncertain knowledge of the future coupted with the

rapid pace of change. In this sense, Êconomic pressures

often serve to strain the effectiveness of planning.

Affordability,. in a present (rather than Iong term) sense

is for the most part seen as having priority from the per-

spective of both suppliers and consumers of housing.

Building-in the ability to respond to changing conditions
may be a concern of planners and/or governments, however

such concerns are not universally shared. Coping with change

under current circumstances, notably toward achieving higher

levels of efficiency, represent a more realistic picture of

current areas of real concern. As a resuLt of uncertain
knowledge, the future is often seen as being too far ahead

and too uncertain to attempt to second guess. However, few

would refute the need to properly plan for change, given the

impacts of only the last 25 years of social, economic, tech-
nological and politicar change, on the residential environ-
ment. The probrem remains largely unsolved but the need to
come to terms with it are affecting and will Iikery continue

to affect the direction of development and ultimately, the

quality of the residential environment.
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5"2 RETHTNKING THE VALT'E OF STAMDA,RDS

À number of questions have arisen to this point rerating
to the use of residentiar deveropment standards as a means

of rnaking development more responsive to change. To some

degree, the use of standards has proved couterproductive in

achieving this end, though the value of standards themselves

is not often questioned. An examination of the value, limi-
tations and responsiveness of standards may then prove use-

ful in addressing areas for reform and reevaluation.

5"2.1 The varue of standards for the Externar Residential
Environment: å, Studv

There is a dilemma invorving the varue of standards for
residential environments, given the l-evel and pace of cur-
rent social, economic and technologicar change. Their value

is perceived as being essential- to assuring quality yet,
their inability to keep pace with change often works against
this objective. In Britain, where standards have been in
force ronger and more uniformly than in North America, the

net effects of maintaining standards may appear more readi-
Iy. one recent study, entitled The value of standards for
the External Residential Environment questioned practition-
ers about standards. They discovered the following four per-
ceptions:
6 I'Standards are instruments of good"-Based on past per-

formance and initial inception (health related).



"Standards are authoritative"-Therefore they

obeyed ri¡ithout question and/or consideration
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are often

of conse-

quence(s).

"Standards are essential as conLrol_s"-Seen as a neces-

sary means to ensuring a comprehensive basis for devel-
opment control decision making.

"standards stifre creative design"-Given that the multi-
tude of them often contradict and thus counteract one

another' s ef fectiveness. 7 3

In attempting to respond to these

study team proceeded to identify a

rel-ated to the use and propagation

i nc Iuded:

percept ions, the same

range of l irnitat ions

of standards The se

Kirstine Williams and Nancy Hi11, "The
for the External Residential Environ-

e "The housing Environment is Infinitely Complex."

* 'iThe narrowness of Standards. "

@ 'rStandards do not ensure the right quality of provi-

@

@

sion.t'

"Esthetic and social qualities. "

"lntended benefit of the standard may depend on other

conditions being met. "

"Standards may have adverse side effects."
"Inappropriate aims. "

"InappropriaLe quantities. "

"Lack of intelligibility. "

@

@

@

@

73 George Woodford,
Value of Standards
ment", pp. 65-65
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@ ttTnsufficient experience."T4

Their conclusions, as may be expected, identify the varue of
standards as being rimited to a number of specific concerns.

These include:

"Standards which are essentia1 to safety concerns."

"wider policies to which rocal needs may have to be sub-

ordi nated. "

""where sanctions of a kind leading to the ross of
important benef i ts r+oul-d result wi th f ai rure to comply

to standards."75

However, the study team concedes that the role of design
within the administration of standards is of primary impor-

tance to improving the quarity of housing. on this point,
they state:

". ..design cannot irnprove in an overall way until
changes of a wide-ranging nature take place. among
these changes is the strengthening of the designside of development control. Contiol_ based mainÍy
on standards as a makeshift is no sort of
answer. tt7 6

5.2"2 Respondins To Oríqinal Intents/Goals
Perhaps the primary area of concern for the future, in

evaluating past and current reguratory reform, is the debate

over the perceived intents of standards. rn looking at such

areas as building burk, density provisions, setback regula-
tions, servicing requirements, etc, with the diversity of

7 4 Ibid,
75 ibid,
7 6 rbid,

pp. 66-68

pp. 70

pp. 71
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both conditions and subsequent regurations affecting these

areas, one must begin to question the bases for the determi-
nation of whatever vaLues are accepted as minimum standards.
rn most urban centers, the original intent of housing codes;

to protect the hearth of the community, has rargeì.y become

the responsibirity of public health departments. As a resuLt
of much improved building standards, most public health
related concerns surface within run-down existing buildings.

However, earry development standards vrhich as a result of
health of hearth concerns, regulated such areas as buirding
bulk, setbacks, density, etc, not only affected the original
layout of many North Àmerican cities, but continue to do so

today, since these areas have developed a number of pat-
terns, etc as a resuLt.

Perhaps one universal- difficulty with setting standards

is the need, in doing so, to somehow estabrish minimurn

requirements, a particurar problem given that val-ues and

preferences are not onry diverging, but they are doíng so at
an increasing pace; partly the resurt of increasing choices

and options. rn this sense, the difference in approach tak-
en by Britain and both canada and the united states becomes

evident. The British have used standards in a much more com-

prehensive sense, addressing issues of design, quarity of
life, quality of environment, etc, much more directly than

has been attempted in North Àmerica to date; though poritics
and to some degree, economics have disproportionately influ-
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enced the outcome in Britain" rt is mainry the resurt of
high levels of direct government involvement in housing
which have subsequently forced some sense of order and

organizaLion on r-he issue.

However, in doing so, a number of hard value judgements,

in terms of arlocation of resources and the setting of stan-
dards have subseguentiy been made. In attempting to plan for
change, onJ-y time wilr terl if the right decisions have been

made in Britain. Regardless, one cannot heJ-p but be

impressed with the sincerity with which the British have

approached their housing problems, given the resources at
hand. This is also true in severar European countries, many

of which have had significant impact on the design of Brit-
ish housing and vice-versa.

5.2"3

To a large degree, regulatory reform emanates from

attempts to match the needs of the present with existing and

anticipated resources. This in turn is cornplicated by the
uncertainty of our knowledge of the future, ês has been pre-
viousry noted. À1so, the problem is becoming more complicat-
ed as a resurt of the increasing economic uncertainty the
worrd is currentry experiencing. Ttre paradox, from a plan-
ning perspective is that often r êconomic (and political )

conditions do not alIow for adequate furfilrment of social
concerns" rt becomes difficult to pran toward a future which

it is currently uncertain that we can (or want to) afford.
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Perhaps the onry reasonable response in attempting to
address this confusion is to place particular emphásis on

those values which have not changed significantly over time,
rel-ative to housing needs and perceptions. such 'uhiversal'
values as are arluded to are difficult to identify, often
biased by cul-tural upbringing, sociaL norms and crass struc-
tures. À clue to such values is offered if one attempts to
anaryse what gives any particular prace its o!¡n character. À

number of authors have alluded to such values though it took

Jane Jacobs'The Death And Llfe of Great Àmerican cities for
North Àmericans to real-ize that sense of pl-ace, of community

and of history make each prace unique. This opinion has been

shared by many other writers, in the recent past, and is
s1owly beginning to evidence itself in recent urban develop-
ment via increased urban design a\.¡areness and subsequently,
more sensitive urban revitalization schemes (involving resi-
dential and other uses).

5.3 ALTERNATIVE B{ETHODS FOR DERTVING HOUSING STÀNDARDS AND

DIRECTING DEVELOPMENT

concerns relating to 'planning for change' have not often
been echoed in recent response to the design and regulation
of housing, specificarly in approaching future needs and

long term implications, costs, etc. ultimately, the respon-

sibility for dearing with such concerns wilr farr on govern-

ments, given their long term investment in housing infras-
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as in many

European countries, the concern about long term costs is
more evident, given the higher cost of housing rel_ative to
income, r€ratively limited rand supplies and ress mobire
populations (though this rast variable may change). Housing

is subseguently designed to last longer yet stilr be abre to
accommodate change over tirne; at least that is the premise.
In North Àmerica, the rate of physical growth and techno-
logical change, coupJ-ed with the popuration's seeming infa-
tuation with noverty and newness has red to the development

of often poorly designed dwellings surrounded by equarry
poor J-y des i gned commun i t ies as f ar as durabi 1i ty goes . How-

ever, progress in this direction is readily apparent if one

compares many newer "planned unit Development" projects with
comparable projects from the 1950's and 1960's, such as Lev-
ittown and the like. However, given the nature of the market
and its short-term, reactive orientation, both developers
and consumers for that matter, are not rikely to be con-
cerned about long term effects of developrnent rerative to
change, especially in North Àmerica.

rn this sense, government (at,various revels) must take
the responsibility in attending to these concerns. (ttris
need not be done on a disincentive basis as incentives of
various sorts may be given to conforming deveropment in much

the same manner as incentive zonin -see chaptet 4, Zoning
Modification) r¡ris of course assumes that the rnunicipality,
local authority or other form of government has some percep-
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tion of what desirabl-e traits (relative to goaIs, values,

etc. ) ttrat it would like to see within its housing, both ner¡¡

and renovated. The following areas provide a representative

sample of al-ternative approaches to increasing the respon-

siveness of housing and housing standards to change. These

areas include:
'1. Def ine l',leaning of Minimum/Substandard

Rethinking the Meaning of Neighbourhood

I nvol-ving Àrchitects in Housing

Fl-exibility Incent ives

Reevaluate Density Formul-ae

Deregulation

¿.

Ã

6.

7. Reeval-uate Qual i ty I ndicators

Financ iaI Cons idera tíon/e.r rangements

5,3.1 Ðef ine Meaninq of Minimgn/-substandard

A major concern, at least in North Àmerica, is the incon-

sistency associated with defining what constitutes 'substan-

dard' housing (ie" What is the minimum level of acceptabil-
ity) . In this sense, there is similar inconsistency in

determining what constitutes the term 'home' itself, and how

it relates to the external environment. One author attempts

to describe the meaning of this term in a manner which

relates to overall quality:

"HOME is the sum total of all the physical and
social components that form the flesh and bones of
the built-up area; and the relation between those
components provides the background that permits'
the satisfaction of our desires, and contributes
to the resident.s' pride in the place where they
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live or leaves them empty,
and uninvolved. "7 7

Ionely, frustrated

The 1949 U"S. National Housing Act, which established the

goal of providing "...a decent home and a suitable Iiving
environment for every Àmerican farnily"7a has not, as has

been previously mentioned ever been adeguately (or at least
uniformly) defined in terms of what 'decent'represents.
This is perhaps one area where Britain has had distinct
advantage as has Canada, to a lesser degree, the result of

flexible building and site development standards over the

recent past. In rnoving from specific physical space stan-

dards toward descriptive performance standards for housing,

the nritish have learned, often by trial and error, that
standards, and their derivation, are becoming increasingly
more complex. This is seen as Lhe result of:
ø Social, economic and technological change often having

increased the quality of housing available to most peo-

ple.
@ Increased expectations, a resuft of increasing wealth

have muddled perceptions of housing need, especially
given a sudden drop in the economy.

ø The use of minima may not be an appropriate measure when

attempting to determine desirable (vs merely tolerable)
hous i ng "

77

78

Rami Carmi, "Human

Eric W. Mood, "The
of Current Housing

VaIues in Urban Àrchitecture", pp. 159

Development, Objective, and Àdequacy
Standards", pp. 35
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Minimum is essentially a transitive term given that what

is acceptable at one time and place may not be at

another "

Many of these same concerns have been identified by both

Canadian and American sources, though the response to date

from authorities has seen slower progress. The harsh econom-

ic realities faced in Britain coupleC with the higher 1evel

of government invoLvement in housing, makes addressing such

concerns more of an impending necessity but in addition an

easier task than in North Àmerica.

What is needed is a positive approach, or at least some

recognition of the need to address this concern of defining
the meaning of minimum /substandard. In this sense, two pos-

sible approaches are offered. One particular solution,
offered by the U.S. NationaÌ Commission on Urban Problems in

1969, suggests the following general approach:

1. Define the meaning of 'Decent Home'.

2. Compare existing criteria for achieving the goal to

3.

what is needed.

Review existing criteria which move beyond the provi-
sion of 'basic facilities, relative to goal.

Àmend criteria as required.

Prepare criteria in a form which is easily under-

stood. 7 e

4.

5"

79 Eric h7" Mood, "The
of Current Housing

Development, Objective, and Adequacy
Code Standards", pp. 35-38
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Another possible approach to addressing this concern

would involve an examination of the particular 'standards',
associated with private'housing; these assumedly being rep-

resentative of the needs, Vâlues and tastes of the general

public. These particuiar standards coul-d then provide the

basis for the determination of acceptability. To some

degree, such a solution would be responsive to demands of

consumers as well as economic Iimitations. Perhaps the only

shortfall is the client group, as at l-east in Canada and the

United States, public housing is built for a much different
client group than its private counterpart. However, one may

find that the aspirations of the public housing group may be

closer to the standard of private housing than many govern-

ment authorities would care to admit.

I n any case, addit ional research j. s 1i kely the most def i -
cient area within the realm of defining the meaning of

minimum/substandard. This is particutarly problematic given

the transitive nature of the term 'minimum', yet any attempt

to positively respond to (and plan for) change must somehow

address this issue,

implication.
or at Ieast be aware of its potential

5"3"2 Rethinkinq the Meaninq of Neiqhbourhood

Rethinking the meaning of the neighbourhood concept must

form a necessary component of any attempt to plan for

change, âs the neighbourhood has for a long time, provided a

model for the design the residential environment:
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"The concept of the neighborhood unit was
originally formulated in the 1920's. Tt offered in
concrete terms a model layout of a neighborhood of
a specified population size, with specific pre-
scriptions for the physical arrangement of resi-
dences, streets, and supporting facilities. Based
on the then-popular notion of separation of land
uses and the segregation of vehicular and pedes-
trian traffic, it emphasized boundaries and an
inwardly focused core. Thus, it was celluIar and
was rel-atively self-contained, to be used in
building-block fashion to construct a larger realm
of ne ighborhoods.

The prestigious American Publ-ic Heal-th Àssocia-
tion adopted it in the late 1940's as a basis for
formulating "healthful and hygienic" standards for
planning, designing, and managing the residential
environment. Subsequently, it v¡as adopted, rnodi-
fied, and institutionalized by various profession-
al organízations and public agencies. It was
incorporated into many loca1 planning manuals and
zoning ordinances in the United States, and it was
used in New Town development in other parts of the
world. Planners have embraced its purpose of cre-
ating a sense of community; public agencies have
adopted its purpose of protecting (and promoting)
the public health, safety, and welfare: private
deveJ-opers and lending institutions have sought
its protection of property values and investment
decisions. For more than fifty years, it has been
virtually the sole basis for formally organizing
residential space. "8o

Given the scope and pace of social, economic and techno-

logical change, notably involving increased mobility and

social diversity, one must question the basis for defining
the concept of neighborhood and whether indeed it is any

longer appropriate as a basis for 'formaIly organizing resi-
dential space'. In responding to change, the term'fIexibiI-
ity' often comes to mind. As related to the meaning of

neighbourhood, flexibility is a crucial element. Às one

8o Tridib Banerjee and
borhood Unit", pp. 2

William C. Baer, "Beyond the Neigh-
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author states:

". . . flexibility means that design professionals
must be able to adapt criteria and standards to
differing circumstances. To do so, the profession-
al-s must not only be presented with a set of cr i-
teria and standards; they must be told how these
criteria and standards were derived so as to modi-
fy them intelligently. Planners must not depend
soleIy on standards formulated by others, in
another place, at another time, for different peo-
ple with different needs. They must be told hov¡ to
adapt these standards.the the often unigue circum-
stances that each of them faces. " 8 1

One

hood

i ndeed

term.

note of interest regarding the meaning of neighbour-

is the previously mentioned notion that there may

be a some real basis for the promulgation of the

This is especially apparent when one examines the div-

there has been a significant re-emergence of

neighbourhoods in numerous large cities across

such 'urban'

the worId.

erse, nineteenth century urban neighbourhoods to which Jane

Jacobs aIl-uded in The Death and Life of Great Àmerican Cit-
ies. Since the publication of that particular book in 1961,

Though the particular makeup may be different from the past,

in terms of â9€, income, etc, the 'essence' of the old

neighbourhoods often remain intact relative to diversity of

uses. This would lead one to believe that the concept of

neighbourhood may not be dead at all, though evidence may

appear to point the opposite way.

Perhaps the key is to approach 'neighbourhood', not from

a purely physical objective but equally from an individual
sati.sfaction perspective. The notion of using the neighbour-

81 ibid, pp.10
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hood unit as a basis for protecting property values need not

disappear; it simply needs to broaden its scope as to what

constitutes 'value'. In this wây, the concept of neighbour-

hood may then be used as a means toward fulfilling needs,

desires and aspirations, while remaining a flexible device,

responsive to the changes occurring r+ithin and around it.
One author states the case in this way:

"Rather than creating a device to enforce elite
values or to impose them on society so as to rnold
better citizens or at least save them from the
ravages of the unplanned and unregulated city, the
nev¡er values of physical and mental ¡+eI1-being
take a more individualistic approach. Rather than
designing residential areas in some particular
fashion to accomplish some larger social ends, the
new approach is: Hor+ do r,ie design the residential
area so as to achieve well-being in each resi-
dent?"az

5.3.3 Involvinq å,rchitects in Housino

The most sophisticated approach to housing design v¡ithin

the recent past has manifested itself in Britain, a result
of the involvement of professional architects within the

realm of public housing. In contrast, private housing in

Britain is seen as noL having kept pace, in terms of quality
and sophistication, though this may be more Lhe result of

the competitive market than poor design ski11s.

However, in North Àmerica, the involvement of profession-

aI architects in housing has been much more limited. Subseq-

uently, the quality and sophistication of housing reflects
this phenomenon, Again, the pressures of the market may to

82 Ibid., pp. 196
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some degree account for this often poor showing, though one

must not underestimate the value of the creative mind in

attempting to respond to change. In this sense architects
and designers rnay be of tremendous val-ue in a number of

ways:

ø To develop prototype/mode1 projects

tion.
via design competi-

To interpret needs, values and aspirations to local- con-

ditions.

ø To increase the leve1 of design appreciation within

hous i ng .

The involvement of architects into housing, in a wider

sense, ñây provide the expertise and innovation which is

necessary to meeting the challenge of 'planning for change'.

In addition to direct design involvement, one author envi-

sions an important role for architects within the area of

housing related research, including:

" . . . the externaL; environment, purchasers' prefer-
ences and values, the needs of possible purchasers
who don't buy, and the establishment of specifica-
tion and construction standards that are appropri-
ate to the state of the i ndust ry . rr I s

5"3"4 Flexibilitv IncenÈives

One area where residential development standards may be

used to advantage in addressing concerns relating to change

is in the provision of 'flexibility' as an integral part of

development standards. This may be achieved either by posi-

83 Colin Davidson, "The Architect's Dilemma", pp. 370
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tively rewarding initiative (by atlowing other concessions)

or by forcing compliance as a necessity for obtaining devel-

opment permission.

The invocation of particular flexibility indices affect-
ing the design (and modification) of housing provides a

potential means of addressing change, from a planning per-

spective. Às a variable directly rel-ated to the evaluation

of housing quality, the application of such indices as a

basis for the determination (and administration) of develop-

ment standards may prove useful. However, a number of con-

cerns must first be addressed relating to the scope and use-

ful limits of flexibility at various scales of development.

These include:
ø Àssessment of the costs vs benefits of providing for

flexibility.
ø Resolution as to minimum vs desired level-s of flexibili-

ty.
@ Scope of influence relative to scale of devetopment.

Further concerns are likeIy to arise in the administration
and implementation of such a scheme, given the variety of

potential applications. However, the benefits Lo be poten-

tiaIly derived from considering such an exercise are equally

important, given that this would force those involved in the

regulation of development to reconsider:

ø What const i tutes ' obsolescence' .

What constitutes 'flexibility' .

What constitutes 'good' design"

@

@
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ø What constitutes a 'good' residential environment.

The use of flexibility indices need not be restricted to

local governments and their concerns regarding long term

costs, etc . Any publ ic agency which i s invol-ved in the

direct development of housing rnay choose to implement its
own set of criteria, relative to the situation in which it
is involved. Lending institutions may also benefit from such

indices given that they may ensure the long term value of

the project, dwe1ling, etc. The basis for derivation may

extend beyond flexibility with the use of other performance

type indices such as

@ Àdaptability (oi land and buildings)
@ Durability (Of structures)
ø Maintenance Cost (Of structures and services)
ø Relative Comfort (amenity IeveIs)

Regardless of the specific basis, the common efement among

all such performance indices is the attempt Lo improve the

quality and economy of design (at a number of scales) rela-
tive to changing needsr Vêlues and perceptions.

5.3.5 Reevaluate Densitv Formulae

The use of performance standards as a means of allowing
for flexible response in the design of the residential envi-
ronment has already been discussed in the past chapter as a

legitimate and more commonly occurring phenomenon. However,

one form of performance standard which has not received rec-

ognition is the use of minimum (as opposed to maximum) den-
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ialsi.ty reguirements, as a means of addressing changing soc

and economic conditions.

The basis for establishing such criteria become evident

if one examines almost any North Àmerican suburb which is at

least 25 years old, composed of densities of 4-g units per

acre, for the most part. Built during times of cheap trans-
portation, cheap land and economic prosperity, little con-

cern existed for the future implications of this develop-

ment. However, unlike automobiles which have a life span of
'1 0-15 years / housing tends to be built to last much longer,

and is largely f ixed in space as well as services. Às has

been noted earlier in this study, changing social and eco-

nomic conditions, including such variables as changing

household composition, aging populations, higher fuel and

transportation costs, tax poor cities, poor economic per-

formance, unemployment, inflation and a host of others,
gradually upset the equilibrium within which many of these

subdivisions existed. Response to many of these changes has

manifested itself in many of the v¡ays outlined in the previ-
ous chapter, (See chapter 4. Resubdivision/redistribution)

though often as a last resort "

Given that the potential problems associated with such

forms of development are now known, most municipalities con-

t i nue to place rnax ima on dens i t i es whi Ie at the same t ime

complaining about the increased costs of services or reduc-

ing them proportionately. One thing which has been learned
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from past experience is that oensity is reguired to support

the Level of amenities which are increasingly expected,

ranging f rom daycare to publi.c transit. ln this sense, wê

have been too preoccupied (in Britain and North America)

v¡ith what maximum to set on density so as to promote a

'healthy' environment, while ignoring the need to set mini-

mum densities in order to support many of the services and

amenities which increase the quality of life. The unprece-

dented size of many cities has in some cases forced any new

development increasingly further from the center city and

the services it provides. The sol-ut ion need not be high-

rise development, though in many cases it provides the best

(and sometimes only) solution.
An example of responsive design may be founC in nany

European cites and new towns, v¡hich are often designed on

their ability to support a rapid-transit Iink and maintain

reasonable distance from it. Such a system has ensured the

continued, efficient provision of services while maintaining

a link to the center city (in the suburban model), using a

simple 'economy of scale' model. Municipalities are subseq-

uently not left to foot the bill for costly but often inef-
ficient services, âs is often the case in North Àmerica.

There is an inherent difficulty in est.ablishing such

guidelines given the missing research regarding the levels

of services required and the subsequent densities required

to support Lhem. Though a difficult task for any municipali-
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ty to face, âttempting such a performance standard would

force a reconsideration of what benefits are to be derived

from development and at who's expense.

5"3,6 Derequl-ation

Deregulation has appeared in the United States as a

response to Þerceived bureaucratic and regulatory ineffi-
ciency, within many industries, ranging from airline traveL

to long distance telephone communication. The argument put

forth in favor of deregulation hightights the potentiat ben-

efits to be derived These incl-ude:

@ Increased competition.
@ I nc reased ef f ic i ency.

@ Lower prices and/or better service for consumers.

while the universal- benefits of deregulation remain somewhat

suspect, one must consider the specifics of the Àmerican

situation, primarily the dominance of and belief in the free

market system. In approaching the deregulation of residen-

tial (or any other form of) development, the particular sys-

tem in place in parts of the state of Texas, notably in the

c ity of Houston,

effects.
provide an example of the potential

In reference to the Houston situation, it is interesting
to note that the system has, by all appearances, worked

itself out without the need for public land-use control.
EssentiaIly, market structures have given rise to develop-

ment which one author describes as both logical and sensi-

ble" This includes:
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@ Increased density with proximity to downtown.

ø Separation of incompatible land uses by cost/
marketability factors.

ø Provision of amenities relative to density.
e Development density based on land value/use potential.
@ À competitive rentaL market.

ø Financing dependent on project marketabil-íty/viability.
Though it is the fower income groups which would appear to

be most vulnerable to the effects of a non-regulated system,

experience in Houston has demonstrated that:
"...higher income precincts in the nevrer areas of
the city generally supported zoning and that the
lesser-income precincts in the older areas gener-
alty opposed it."84

The use of restrictive covenants among private landowners

may be invoked in those cases where long term stability is
desired, and all parties are in agreement.

Such a deregulated system has had significant effect on

the role of pJ-anners, placing them in the position of

assisting private landor.¡ners in the design and layout of

development p1ans. One author views this as a positive
change, noting that planning is presentJ-y based on the mis-

guided notion that "the planner's redistributive values are

superior to those of the market and will resul-t in a net

gain to the aggregate welfare. . . 8 s "

Bernard H. Siegan, "The
Removing PubIic Land-Use

Douglas W. Kmiec, "The
lated Wor1d", pp. 9

84

85

Houston Solution:
Controls", pp. 6

Role of the Planner

The Case for

in a Deregu-
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However, the convincing nature of the argument for dere-

gulation of land development should be placed in context. In

Houston, where such a system has been in existence for a

long time, oo greater problems than in some other cities
with zoning in place are readily apparent. l"loving such a

system to some other p1ace, which has had publ ic l-and-use

controls for a long time, will undoubtedly cause problems,

particularly during the transition period.

5"3"7 ReevaluaÈe Oualitv Indicators
The use of indicators as measures of housing quality is

not a new phenomenon. Such devices not only allow for cur-

rent measure, but more important, allor+ for long term com-

parisons. An indicator may be defined as:

"...an identifiable guality associated with a
building and its use to which a measure (value)
can be assigned."86

One list of housing quality indicators includes:

Image: degree of appropriate residential char-
acter projected by the development, its
components and spaces.

Identity: degree of recognizability of the devel-
opment, its components and spaces.

PrivacyB degree of freedorn from interference,
extent or level of separation between
public,
realms.

Safety and Securitys

semi -pr i vate , and pr i vate

degree of freedom from danger or fear
through protection from potential haz-
ards or threats"

86 Corner sLone
EvaIua t i on

PJ-anning Group Ltd.
Framework", Appendix

, "Proposal For: À Housing
B, PP.3
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Convenience s

Amenity:

Upkeep:

The problem remains not in identifying the indicators per

sê, but in'weighing'them relative to some quality or value

standard. In doing so, an interpretation of desired qual-ity

is then made. How such standards then address issues of

change or remain responsive to change is a result of this
weighing process and the position of importance that this
attribute is then given. In this sense, one method respond-

ing to change is to re-examine the weighing of quality indi-
cators, rel-ative to the changing conditions surrounding

their application. Determining which are universal, which

are long term related and which are prone to rapid obsol-es-

cence may then help to redefine the basis for continuing

many current housing standards, certainly as relating to

'planning f or change'.

There has been some indication from past history that

'quality' is a timeless cornmodity and the ready adaptability
of many older housing forms (and neighbourhoods) provide

strong evidence of some truth to this theory. Certainfy,
many of the indicators in the previously mentioned Iist

degree of ease in performing da
ing activities.

degree to v¡hich quality of 1i
sense of weIl-being is enhanced
tures additional to basic requi
and

degree of ease of maintenance
building and grounds in terms
and cost. 8 7

ily liv-

feora
by fea-

rements;

of the
of work

a7 rbid, pp.3
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could not be restricted to one particular time or place.

However, it is the relative level of acceptability anð/or

importance that has been allotted to each, which will
change, though certain physical characteristics may lend

themselves better to adaptive reuse than others.

In this sense, one must remain cognízant of the relativi-
ty of application of indicators over time and from place to
place. The increasing 'value' placed on the guality of the

external environment as a component of housing quality, in

the recent past (Uottr in Britain and North Àmerica), repre-

sent one example of changing vaLues. Àpplied in this wây,

indicators may then become instrumental in guiding changes

to standards, even re-determining the basis for their exis-
tence and propagation.

5.3.8 Financial Considerations'^rranoements

In response to the need to address issues of change, pri-
marily associated with long term costs, many municipalities,
etc, are finding themselves in somewhat of a financial cri-
sis. Whether it is an older area with significantly deterio-
rated infrastructure or a new area which requires high lev-
els of public services, the costs of maintaining or

supplying nev¡ services is often hampered by relatively fow

population densitlz. Examples of problem areas include pub-

lic transit, police, fire, street maintenance and public

parks, to name a few. Densities are not often at a level
where, âs has been previously mentioned, such services can
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be provided without significantty increased costs to munici-

palities, and ultimately, to taxpayers. This situation is
very much symptomatic of North Àmerica and the majority of

ne\,¡ development foll-ows a similar pattern. ln this sense, a

number of financial options exist which may;*rdress the var-
@

ious concerns reJ-at ing to exi sting and more inrportantly, new

residential districts :

Density l,evies e

wherein taxation, which supports provision of

local services, is levied in direct proportion to
density (ie. percentage of actual land area occu-

pied per sguare foot of housing).

liaintenance Levies:
wherein mainLenance and service costs are levied
(within taxation), proportional to density, or as

an alternative, such services are left to private

contractors and private expense thus effectively
serving the same end.

Such cons iderat i ons provide another l-evel of f lex i bi 1i ty
to residential development and development standards, allow-
ing proportionally lower densities based on the ability of

the resident to pay for the increased service and mainte-

nance costs. This eliminates the need to set a uniform or

minimum level to which all must conform, effectively no

longer penalizing those who choose to live in denser accom-

modation. The only exception to the pattern would be high-

density luxury apartments/condorniníums which may then
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receive an unfair tax break" However, this may be an unwar-

ranted concern, given that the cost to the municipality
would be no greater than for other high-density housing and

more area would increase levies proportionally" Perhaps the

real problem in being able to derive benefit from such a

Ievy system is whether or not municipal hookup services can

accomrnodate variation in density and more importantly,

whether zoning, in North Àmerican municipalities woul-d pro-

vide the necessary range of choices.

5.4 À,CHIEVING RESPONSIVE DESIGN AND DESIGN STANDARDS

Àny housing standard or set of standards anticipates the

achievement of some goal or set of goals. These goal-s may

range from the achievement (or maintenance) of public health

to maintenance of property vaLues. The range of administra-

tion involves similar variation, moving from strict predet-

ermined vafues to flexible performance rated values. In

this sense, the 'quality' of the residential environment is

then a result of how adequately the standard has al-lowed

(promoted) the achievement of the intended goal(s). Às has

been previousty mentioned, the setting of goals/objectives

is a critical issue, but it is not a solution in itself.
These goals must also address issues of change, incorporat-

ing relevant values in their description, as a basis for

changing standards, and with it, the focus of residential
development. In this wâT, one may then be in a position to

obtain responsive development.
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Àn alternate solution which has been presented to obtain-
ing responsive design invoLves the elimination of standards

entirely, via deregulation. However, a number of qualifiers
must be attached to this method. First1y, there is an

assumption made by the proponents of such schemes that the

free market is ultimately representative of the values,

preferences, etc. of society. This argument in itsel-f has

beerr criticized by some, yet touted by others as the only

true Cemccratic response. Ànother gualifier invol-ves

responsiveness Lo l-ong term change. For the most part, free

markets teno to address short-term demands, and in doing so,

are significantly more responsive to such concerns than any

non- market situation. However, in the long term, a poten-

tial problem may occur, being that long term costs (to the

municipality and homeowner) may not be market concerns in

most cases. Public intervention may still be reguired if
strch concerns are deemed important enough to justify action.
À municipality may demand higher quality hard services to
circumvent this problem, though long term costs must ulti-
mately be borne by taxpayers. Àssuming that there is no

control on density, one who chooses Lo live in denser accom-

modation would 1ikely incur a proporiionaLely smaller per-

centage of long term maintenance costs" The deregulation

option offers a degree of choice in this respect.

As has been demonstrated, there are a number of basic

approaches which may be taken toward achieving responsive
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of which approach is taken
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standards. However, regardless

, the need exists to reexamine

etc. which are often taken for
Ithough this may not be entirely

presen t
granted

the case

va

as

Iues, beliefs,
being static, a

THE ROLE OF PLANNING

Planning has had, at l-east in North Àmerica, a rather

convoluted role within the realm of residentiat development

and development standards. Partially a result of the pro-

liferation of zoning and its inherent limitations, pJ-anners

have found it difficult to accomplish a great deal beyond

the granting (or refusing) of development permits and reac-

tion to emergency situations as they arise"
In contrast, the eritish system of development controf

provides a significantly more comprehensive role for plan-

ning. However, planning in Britain is also subject to

political intervention, wherein changes in government (and

government policy) may often serve to destroy any planning

gain which rnay have been made.

However, planning may indeed perform a significant func-

tion in making development and especially development stan-

dards more responsive to change Given their training,
planners may, and indeed should be, involved in the setting
and interpreting of goals and the values which determine

them, assuming sucli a direction is taken by municipal (and
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/o, other) governments. Such a role ought to extend to the

preparation and application of such regulatory standards

which may resuft. within a deregulated system, the role of

the planner woufd essentially invol-ve assisting private

deveJ-opers in the preparation of land use development plans,

as currently i s the case i+i thin the Houston model- .

5"6 SI'MMÀRY

In summary, there are a number of potenLial directions

which development and particularly development standards may

fo11ow, in an atternpt to respond to changing sociaJ-, econom-

ic, and technical conditions, ranging from total deregula-

tion to reevaluating housing quatity indicaLors. Though

highly dependent on local circumstances, the options pre-

sented within this chapter all exhibit one common concern;

that being the need to reconsider the basis for current

development standards (and subsequent response to them),

bringing them more in line with long term needs, values and

preferences than they have often been in the past, thus

requiring a rethinking of goals and ultimately, values. It
has been discovered that there is value to maintaining stan-

dards.. however, there is increasing potential (ttre result of

economic crises etc.) for them to do more harm than good,

in the long term. This is because housing is a long term

commodity, and the quality of what is built today wiII ulti-
mately affect the ability of and potential for response in
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the future. Privately initiated response to change has often

been geared (a result of the existing market) toward short

term 'coping', with the 'interest' limited to the individual
developer or homeowner, often at the expense of the long

term well being of the community. In order to achieve

development that is responsive to change, those responsible

for the continued administration of development standards

must first consider (or reconsider) the consequences of

thej.r application, and indeed the basis for their prolifera-
tion.



Chapter VI

ST'MMARY ANÐ CONCLUSIONS

6"1 SI]MHARY OF RESEÀRCH

The preceding thesis outlines the breadth of both poten-

tial and tried soLutions for making residential development

and development standards standards more responsive to

socio-economic change. Noting that particular approaches as

wel-L as responses are significantly different in Britain,
The United States and Canada, it is interesting to note that

in spite of these differences, all share the common concern

that public controls are not working optimally (fhey have

recently been dropped, in part, in Britain) toward achieving

long term objectives. For the most part, change is addressed

in a reactive mannerr providing a means for coping with

immediate concerns v¡hile often avoiding the base problems

themseLves. The term 'coping mechanism' is used by one

author as a means of describing current methods of action.
In approaching standards from a design perspective, techno-

logical advances in housing have, to a large degree, proved

unsuccessful in responding to many recent socio-economic

changes, though it is not as much the technology itself
r+hich is at fault as its often wrongful application coupled

with overly high expectations.

146
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What appears certain, is that the basis for standards

themselves must be rethought in order to achieve any signif-
icant increase in the responsiveness of the physical struc-
ture of the residential (and non residential) environment to

said socio-economic change. In the United States, two dis-
turbing cases emerged which confirm a potential crisis situ-
ation. FirstIy, the case for removal of land use controls,
as demonstrated by B. Siegan in Houston, is surprisingly
convincing and difficult to refute in light of performance.

Given the particular quality l-evel(s) we have been able to
achieve for residential environments, in general, with the

existence of control-s, it is not like1y to be any worse

without them. Siegan's arguments demonstrate that it may

even improve quality, at the very least via the l-evel-s of

convenience provided. The only cautionary note is that
Houston has never had any system of public land use control
in place, whereas other cities and/or municipalities, which

have developed under public control systems, Dây find sudden

de-regulation causing a state of chaos. Such appears to be

the case in Britain with the sudden removal of the parker

Morris Standards. On the opposite side of the spectrum, the

second indication of a potential crisis situation is exem-

ptified by New York City and to a lesser degree by San Fran-

cisco" In these cities, traditional zoning systems have

done such a poor job of responding to change, that they have

invoked what may essentially be considered 'development con-
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trol', in order to achieve their particular land use objec-

tives; a peculiar response in a country which places such a

high priority on private property rights, per se. In Cana-

da, Vancouver is viewed as providing a further demonstration

of this response, with its system of discretionary zoning.

In any case, it is observed that these problems are not

restricted to residential development, but appear to be

endemic of development in general. Other evidence of chang-

ing development and development standards have been exam-

ined, including:
1 Development Moratoria

Development Control-

Performance Standards (oesign)

Performance Standards (Cost Maxima)

Streaml ining Requi rements

Reducing Standards

Flexibility Indices

Densif ication Policies

Resubdi vi s i on/Redi st r ibut i on

Model/Oemonstrat ion Pro jects

Zoning Modifications

6 "2 Sttl.lMARy OF RECOITIMENDATIONS

What appears certain is that there is a renewed interest
in reevaluating both the scope and purpose of residential
(and general) development standards, in Britain, The United

f

q

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

11.
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States and Canada (appearing at different times and intensi-
ties as conditions dictate). In making an attempt to address

many of the concerns expressed over reforming existing sys-

tems, a number of points are raised repeatedly, âs necessary

responses to achieving positive change. These include:
ø The need to set goals/objectives.
e The need Èo establish criteria for evaluation

existing and future producL,

of boÈh

e The need to reconsider the bases for currenL standards

and their subsequent methods of operation.
ø The need Èo crÍtically examine the long term eftecEs/

conseguences of maintaining current standards.

ø The need to reexamine hist,orical examples, both for
their positive and negative atÈributes.

ø The need to allow skilled designers the opporÈunity to

design beÈter housing (especially in North America).

ø The need to change attitudes and correct false percep-

tions in the minds of those involved in both the supply

and demand sectors.
@ The need for government(s) to address issues of socio-

economic change, in dealing with housing regulaÈion and

development, given their involvement in and ability Èo

affect, housing marhets.

The thesis outlines a number of potential solutions which

reflect these concerns, offering potential bases for estab-

lishing goals/airection within the realm of residential
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development and development standards, Included among them

are:

1. Define Meaning of Minimum/Substandard

2. Rethinking the Meaning of Neighbourhood

3 . I nvolving Àrchitects in Housing

4. Flexibility Incentives

5. Reevaluate Densitlz Formulae

6. Deregulat ion

7 " Reevaluate Quality Indicators
B. Financial Consideration/e,rrangements

6.3 PLANNING FOR CHÀNGE: PRoBLEMS A,ND PRoSPECTS

To a Iarge degree, this thesis may be used as a reference

source relating to isues of 'planning for change' within the

realm of residential development. However, it would be

unfair to the subject by not attempting some futher comment

relating to directing and organizing responses to change. In

order to do so, it is necessary to put forward a number of

questions which ultimately must be asked by any concerned

group or groups attempting to initiate change. Àgain, it is
important to recognize that each particular situation may

require different responses, though the same questions will
undoubLedly emerge in all cases. These questions include the

following:

1. Is 'planning for changer indeed a better option Ëhan

(case by case) reacting to change, Is ít indeed possi-
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ble, given exístíng circumstances

at all?
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to plan for change

Perhaps the answer lies in differentiating between

Ìong-range pl-anníng and incremental planning, subseq-

uently judging the relative merits of each. Regard-

1ess, in the area of residential development, building

services and land subdivision serve to place more

restricti.ons on future redevelopment than the build-
ings themselvesi primarily in terms of capacities.

Any present decision which serves to restrict future

value/potential must be weighed relative to present

gain vs long term implications. The long term impli-

cations of many such decisions are now becoming appar-

ent , espec ially in North Amer ican c i t ies. Whether

indeed the leve1 of research within these area is

defined well enough to provide an adequate basis for

decision making remains to be answered. Without this

backup, 'pfanning for change' will then become a dif-
ficult, if not impossible task.

Are 'standards' themselves set unrealístically high or

are they simply inadequaÈe?

If one views the breadth of standards currently in

existence and the subsequent regulations which serve

to support them, it is necessary to examine each case

on its individual merits. However, there is littIe

doubt that standards are intended to serve some pur-
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pose, though it may be naive to assume that 'the pub-

lic interest' is high on the Iist. The lack of support

for standards from a range of groups including plan-

ners, private developers and governments indicates

that something is not.working.

The problem may then be simply a matter of misdi-

rection. It may be the resul-t of misapplication of

standards and the flexibility with which they are reg-

ulated; it may be within the particular goals/values

upon which the standards are basedì or again, it may

be the absence of a defined basis for the standards.

Standards ought not to be used as an end in them-

selves, they must be used as a means to an end. Wheth-

er that end is to provide better guality or simply

more efficient development, it is necessary that it be

ident i f ied in any case.

Should standards, and as a result, regulations reflect
cyclical change or permanent change?

It is necessary to differentiate betweeen which

changes follow which patterns. WhiIe technological

change is often permanent, social, economic and espe-

ciaIly political change is often cyclical in nature.

Even within cyclical changes, it is di fficult and

often impossible to predict horv Iong a particular

cycle will l-ast. In this sense, one answer will not

cover aIl situations.
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What guarrantee is there that 'relaxed' standards wilt
foster betËer quality development?

If it has been demonstrated (and it has in many

cases) that rigid application of standards has failed

to meet prescribed objectives, the chance may be well

worth taking. it is difficult if not impossible to

make any guarrantee in such a complex and dynamic

area, however there appears to be a need to use judge-

ment in the setting of standards and subseguently in

the enforcement of regulations. On this issue at

least, aIl- parties are Iikely to agree in principle.
lùhat specifíc concerns should standards be responding

to?

Some response to this question may result from ask-

ing what standards should not respond to. Given the

complexity of the residential environment, the range

of actors involved, and the fluctuations in pol-itical
and economic circumstances, there are no shortage of

concerns to respond to. In this sense, ignoring any

particular concern is likely to create problems" The

suspicion is that if a potential concern is ignored,

then a potential misapplication exists, as a result.
Who should be responsible for determining and regulat-
ing standards?

There are four potential bodies which may be candi-

dates. These include federaL/national governments,
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provincial/state governments, Iocat/municipal govern-

ments, and private developers. Others such as private/
public agencies and consumer groups may participate as

well "

National policies are often criticized for their

lack of flexibility in response to issues of regional

disparity. Provincia L/sLaLe initiated policies, in

turn are often criticized for overlapping too heavily

on local government jurisdiction. This must be exam-

ined relative to the effectiveness and capacities of

l-ocal governments within the particular staLe/

province. However, it is difficult to ignore the vaLue

of Iocal/municipal government in addressing standards

related issues. This is the one level of government

which is in contact with a workable range of concerns

and where goals have some chance of being effectively
worked out.The case is made stronger if one considers

that Iocal/municipal government is ultimatety respon-

sible for the long term management of housing and

housing related services, in most cases. t imited

expertise and limited resources (financial and human)

are problems which most local/municipal governments

must realistically face, in attempting to address

standards and 'planning for change'. The notion of

private developers as a source for the setting of

standards is one which has been underestimated and
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underutilized in the recent past" There has been a

constant fear that the industry may not be able to

adequately police itself as well as v¡hether 'the pub-

lic interest' can be adequateJ-y Cef ined in terms of

marketability" Whether or not the private sector has

the capacity to provide leadership in this area cannot

be answered here. However, if one examines the range

of innovation within the private sector in the United

States in particular, the question may be partially

answered. In addition, the involvement of other

private/public agencies and consumer groups may serve

to identify specif ic areas of concern relating to

standards , ât the very least.
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FiquTe 2: GOVERNMENT DEMONSTRÀTION OF
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Fiqure 3:
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Fiqure 4: EVOLUTION OF MEÀSURES FOR STRUCTURÀL QUÀLITY OF
HOUSTNG UN]TS AND BÀSTC FÀCILITIES (U¡¡TtEP STATES),

1 934- 1 970
. (From: WiIliam C. Baer, "Housing Indicators and Standards
in the U"S"Ào ", pp. 371 )
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Fioure 5: PROPORTION OF
SUBSTÀNDÀRD UNITS

" (From: Witliam C. Baer,
in the U.S"À.", pp. 374)-
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HOUSEHOLDS LIVING IN PHYSICALLY
(u¡¡rreo sTÀTEs ) , 1930- 1970
"Housing Indicators and Standards
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Newsweek,
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IN BRTTTSH HOUSING STANDÀRDS, 19?0-1965
Donnison, "The Government of Housing", pp." (From:
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Fiqure 8: PSSHAK VÀRIÀTiONS WITHIN
STÀMFORD ROAD

" (From: E"R, Scoffham, "The Shape of
150 )
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Fiqure 9: BYKER

" (From: E.R. Scoffham,
157-160)
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Fiqure 10: RANGE OF RESUBDMSION/REDISTRIBUTION IN
EXTSTI}¡G RESTDENTIAL NEIGHBOURHOODS (U¡¡TTgP STÀTES)

" (from: Anne V. Moudon, ChesLer Sprague, Marina Botta and
Hattie Hartman, "Transform! À Typology of Consolidation For
Sing1e Family Properties and Neighborhoods", PP. 12)
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